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SOUTH PARIS.
Msnufa. turerof genera! machinery, steam en
anil
loo In,
machinery
;i: t,, mill work, spool
'lice ami drills made and CorreepoD·). uce on practical agricultural topic·
is, set screw·, taps,
U noitclUM
AMrv-·' all commuai. alloua lomowing and threshing marepaired. >ewlng.
ujcileti for thU department tu IlK.sur D.
presses, gun», placiilne-, pumps of all kinds,
II »r ■· nu». Agricultural Kilttor Otfutd Demre
and
ηtfallv
etc.,
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ocrat, Parle, Ste.
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* recent meeting of the Central
New \ork Farmer»' Club tin· subject of
rami waste brought out a very sterliui:
discussion. One of the best brained
termers summed up the discussion bv
saying that each one seemed able to see
where his neighbor wasted, but not to
the leakages at home. A short
and able paper enumerated as some of
common wastes (1) running
hobbies.
ue ore hard ist is unable ever to accumulate profits because he grafts his trees
v.

over

residence, 14 High Street.

smith.

to

every

GHUW DAIRY FEtD

highly praised novelty.

that the price was
down, and the Astraclian market glutted.
Attorney at Law,
Another invested everything in hups
MAINS
NORWAY,
and neglected his other crops. The hops
Co: uUco· a ai*:.· ait/.
II» ne Β ut.
ate him up, and the prices went down,
While he was sold out bv the auctioneer
/«Ι.ΛVTOΝ Κ. BKOOKS,
La<*
car* iu cultivating thefriAdV.
shlp of helpful birds. Too mauv guns,
A'tori-ey at Law.
and boys allowed to shoot for fun. The
Notary Public.
farmer should protect his friends, and
MAINE.
soUTH PARIS,
see that
they feel at home with him.
receive my promt per-onal attention.
The gardener and fruit grower should be
I
Is
paid.
Uci. ltlance· made day claim
interested in the toads, and not allow
:uatlers reported on promptly.
Λ
one to be injured.
The common skunk
is an invaluable aid in the hop field iu
K· KC.K P. JON fed A SON,
II
destroying the grub that eats the root.
Γο the strawberry grower the same aniDentists,
mal is often quite useful. Iu other
MAINS.
NORWAY,
words, a farmer should kuow his friends
! .·> M air. ^t.
from his foes, and not be carried away by
his prejudices. (:i) Bad wells. Not less
*.KKlCK Α PARK.
than a dozen homes have been broken
at
Law,
Attorneys
up in this county each year by typhoid
MAIN*.
fever—traceable to bad water, as "a rule
UK1UKA.,
Park
Not one farmer in ten has a first-class
Ellevr C
\
.sou K. Herrtckwell, that can be relied upon in years of
Μ ν S. HARLOW,
drouth. The result is low water, and
when the rains come, surface water finds
Attorney at Law,
its way into the well, with poisons that
VMVK
DIXflELD,
may breed either malaria or typhoid
fever.
(4) Behindhaudedness—a long
word, but one that tells volumes. OneJ. WALDO
third of the farmers, at the least estimate, are never on time. They are not
quite ready to start at the first chance;
always taking second chances or third
GRANGE BLOCK.
chances. A fourth chance means total
NOR ·'· AY.
Over Advertiser Office,
failure; a third chance means poverty; a
second chance means out at the elbow,
COMPANY.
PEOPLE'S WATER
always worried, always fretted and
double work—not half as much done as
ANNUAL MBETINtt.
to be, and no pleasure in doiug
v.
Ih hereby given that the snnual m'-et'ng I ought
which is done. First chances are
I'fople"* Water Company of South Pari». that
the only ones that give satisfaction,
it., election of officers for the ensuing year,
»
<■ held at the «.(Wee of the Treasurer In
Some people
progress and comfort.
iif l'art» on Saturday, Aprils, at tive o'clock 1
seem born with no sense of time; it is
f Η
GEORGE M ATWOOD.
with them always put off. This is' even
Clerk and Treasurer.
To-mormost true of farmers* wives.
row is the one day they know anything
about, (ΰ) 1 he fact was strongly emSOUTH PARIS SAV NGS BANK.
phasized that the majority of farmers
are making themselves poor bv keeping
ANNUAL MEETING.
\ tlce I» her-by given that the annual meeting
low grade stock. It was asserted that a
of itn· <'or;>oratlon of South Parla Savings Bank good deal more than half the cows of
ν ear
i';e election of officer·» for the ensuing
State do not pay for their
■*
Ne held .it Its Itanklng Rooms In Pythian New York
Iu fact, no cow pays unless of
k. South Paris, on Thursday, the 27th day of 1 keeping.
V irrh, A. 1». 1·.*'.'. ut 2 o'clock r M.
a high grade quality and fed <>n scientific
GEORGE M \TWoo|>, Secretary.
principles. Our dairylug still remains
util Parts, Maine, March 8. 1D04.
wastefulness. Not
m a State <>f stupid
one farmer in twenty,
probably not one
Auction.
in fifty, keeps an accurate record of his
sale on Sathis animals, I
To he soW at
crops or of the returns from
so that he can know whether he is makMarch aid, 1902, at
i .lay,
at the residence of Ε ing or losing. (»t) The lack of repairs,
o\ ock α. m
and repairs on time, is a point rarely
P. Faunce in Oxfoid Village in
considered by farmers. The waste from
ford, all bis household goods antl this source is enormous. Every farmer
furniture, one Home-comfort Stove,! should have a shop for home repairs,
little used, farming tools and other ι and should train himself and his chilti. > omi'iehend the use of the lathe
t!:;ngs too numerous to mention- dren
aud other tools necessary for such work. I
Terms cash.
In many cases a forge should be had on
HAM T. BUCKNAM, Auctioneer. the farm. At all events let there beal
well furnished workshop, not only tol
NOTICE.
construct, but to keep in perfect
The sut.scrllKjr hereby gives notice that he | wagons, tools and buildings.
ha» been duly appointe·! administrator of the
Another farmer at the same gathering
estate of
summarized the poiuts necessary to
ORIS W KICKS. late of Porter.
as follows: (1) The
'.r. the County of oxford, deceased, and given cessful farming
M the law directs. All persons having fanner must comprehend the value of
Vrrands against the estate of said deceased are
but to be on I
tI to present the same for settlement, and time—not to overwork,
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- hand to the moment, aud compel
meat Immediately.
A) He
men to observe the same rule.
DANA E. WEKKS.
re
l<th, 1J02.
must take au interest iu his work and I
two
are
ways
make it interesting. There
of Scholars in the of working. Oue is to dig and hoe and
I
other
the
and
complain;
grub, and groan
Town of Paris.
is to make work full of thought, and I
the
of
Instructions
In acceptance with the
find out the possible interest iuvolved in
rlntcnllng School Committee of Paris, the
bids for everything done.
(:>) The farmer
^u)·· rit tendent of Schools will receive
These all wise men I
t: 0 transportât), η of scholars η the Bolster, not know it all.
l'a
>tcarns Hill, and Snow's Kails districts, so
aud
t»e learn only by severe experience,
Hi, tor the ensuing year. The routes will
(4)
but auyone generally are all their lives about it.
pro tl· ally the same as previously,
can
conA fanner who undertakes to get
Wring particulars and sueclllcailons
I
•u the ( htilrman of the Board, Mr. George M.
and
market by underselling other people
\twood, who has the books of the committee at
will be
Ms office. AII bids should be mailed before breaking down his neighbors
(.">) Deal I
March ill, l*»2, to
sure to break himself down.
ALTON C. WHKELER,
justly in measure and in quality. Urade
Supt. of Schools,
South Paris.
your fruit thoroughly, aud have no lies)
hid in the half bushel. («) Broaden
home life, so that the country homel
Notice of First Keating of Creditors.
shall not be one whit behind the city
In '.lie District Court of the United state' for the
home in interest. (T) Don't spend your
In Bankruptcy.
Dlstrl'tof Maine
but help
1
In the matter ol
time cursing other trades,
ANDREW T. RUKF.
{1 In Bankruptcy. yourself. Oleomargarine and the trusts
B-nkrupt.
are not half so bad as laziness and brawl-1
To the creditors of Andrew T. Ruff, of Rum
ford. In the County of Oxford and district afore- lait. No man ever built himself up by
said. a bankrupt.
his neighbors down. (s> CultiNotice Is hereby given that on t e 24th day of pulling
as well as the useful,
Feb., A. D IWÏ, the said Andrew Τ Ruff "was vate the beautiful
the tlrst and make
luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
your animals share with yourat
the
Court
lie
held
will
cre<lltom
his
of
meeilng
self. Barns and outhouses
House. In South Paris, on the '23th dav of March
Let them be
seuses.
A. D. 19i»2, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh ch be terrible to the
their
shaded
Urne the said creditors may attend, prove
grown over with grapevines and
c!alms, appoint a trustee, and transact such other with
apple trees. Xo man has such a
u-lness as may properly come before said meet
good chance for creating the beautiful
Ing.
and surrounding himself with the atMarch 10, 1902.
HENRY W. OA K ES.
tractive as the farmer. There is no exReferee In Bankruptcy.
cuse for filth aud rabbish surrounding a
home because that home is out of sight
NOTICE OF KOBKCLOMCKE.
Every farmer should himnow of the crowd.
but
alive
then
Perkins
Whereas Cyrus
self be a crowd, and his family should
<lecea»ed, bv his mortgage deed date·! the twentybe of more importance than a city full.—
seventh (27)' day of Apnl, A. D. lsso.and record
ed In the < >xford Kegtstry of needs. book 192,
New York Tribune.
to the South Paris Saviors
121.
conveyed
yu··
In
■'•auk. a corporation located at South Paris,
situated
estate
real
of
k*: I I'arls. a certain ρ treel
FERTILITY INCREASED BY DAIRYING
In I'arls, in the County of Oxford aud State of
the
Mr. T. B. Terry, who writes exclusiveMaine, and described as follows, vU.
whole of lot numbered twenty-live (25; Id the
for the 1'ractical Farmer, speaks on
rods
ly
ten
I
eve
υ
a
n'.oth ») range of lots, (except
this subject in a recent paper as follows:
In wi th taken off the north end of salîl lot
A large part of the letters that come to
containing one hundred and thirty acres, more
or less
Also a certain piece of land situated In us relate to the bringing up of poor, or
•aid Carls, being a part of Caleb Cushman's
land. In many sections there
"Lurvey Kariu", so called, containing tec (10) run down
The foregoing premises is no better way to bring up a farm of
s'-res, more or less.
as
Tuell
known
Paris
situated In that part of
to keep a good dairy on
"
And this kind than
Town, and being the "Klttrldge Kami
B. W. McKeen, ex-superintendent
it.
» 'i"ieas the said South Paris Savings Baok, by
Its assignment du'y made on the seventh (7) day of Maine Institutes, is with me now, and
of <>ctol>er, A. D. 18S4. transferred said mortgage his
M.
experience along this line is valuaand the debt thereby secured to Harriet
Some years ago he could only keep
Perkins of said Paris, which assignment la duly ble.
and
recor ed In said Registry, book 207, page 17;
a cow to each three acres of land. They
"ewhereas said Harriet M Perkins has since
were not able to get a living from their
•eased, and the undersigned has been "uly ap
little farm, and he had to teach school
Ρ'Inted aud i|ualllled as Executor of her will;
and whereas she condlUon of said mortgage has winters, or do teaming to keep the
•s'en broken, now therefore, by reaso of the
Like Van Dreser, he
•■reach of the condttlon thereof, "l claim a f 're- family supplied.
First,
determined to make a change.
closure of said mortgage.
Dated this >>th day of Keb'uary. A. D. 1902.
the rocky hillside pasture was turned
WM. Ε PERKINS. Executor
out to grow pines.
They had :>5 acre·
uf last will and testament of Harriet M. l'erklna.
of valley land suitable for tillage. He
began, he savs, a regular five year rotation on this, of corn, oats, clover and
timothy two years and pasture one year.
Thus everything raised was fed on the
are better than paint.
place. Old farmers thought him crazy
They work easy, make a smooth aur- to think of pasturing cows ou good plowa
f<we. ami auy oue can apply th»*m to land, but he kept ou. He bought
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan- manure spreader which enabled him to
Many spread his dressing over more acres. He
tries·, kitchens and furniture.
beautiful tints. The surface is non- plowed deeper, worked the land more,
ahsorbent and can be kept bright and and in these ways grew larger crops.
cleau by wiping with a damp clotb.
These fed more cows r\nd made more
which in turn grew larger crops
Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer will mauure,
in
furnish vou "Satsuma Interior knamela" at the so he could keep more stock, until,
same price as ordinary paint.
the winter of UHJO, he carried through a
k'KEE Color card aud our book'et, "How tu full grown animal per acre of land, all
Kc'urnlsb the Hom« With 'Ut Buying New Eur
the summer coarse feed, as well as that
H'ure."
fed in winter, being grown on the land.
Heath & H
C\,
^ade
The necessary brau and oil meal was
('hkaia.
purchased. Of course the cows were
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach fed more feed than what grew on the
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, <Jfcc.,
a water-tight
pasture. He has silo· and
Masurv's iLtilroad and Liquid Paints, cellar under stable to save all manure.
For sale by,
Such results will seem almost impossible
was
to many, but of course the corn crop
utilized
heavy and all the stalks were
when it was put in the silo. He now
more

in

bearing

°,f

JJ

!

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

public

J

>o|

Ox-1

J

repair!
suc-1

his]

Transportation

mustl
the)

I

shoulï^not

bjf

has purchased about 30 acres more of
land and begun bringing that up. Last
thousand
season they grew about a
bushels of potatoes, and sweet corn for
the canning factory. The milk made
was sold at
retail and brought over
$100 a month. The sweet corn was sold
for $426. The potatoes brought $550. In
round numbers, the corn bought what
purchased feed was needed; the potato
money paid for all labor, leaving the
milk money clear.
The acres lately
bought are not nearly up to their full
of
Thus by adoptcourse.
capacity yet,
ing the best methods a nice pine forest
is growing up on the old rocky pasture
that never ought to have been cleared;
the tillable land is made to produce
heavily; the owner is prospering. All
of which goes to show that many an
Eastern farm is a better investment today, at prices they can be bought for
than the broad, rich prairie farms of the
West. But Mr. McKeen could hardly
have brought this farm up in this way
successfully except by keepiag a dairy
and feeding out on it purchased feet! in
connection with the forage crops which
it produced.—Turf, Farm and Home.

During the period of low prices of
Another planted one hundred and liftv grain and feeding stutTs of all kinds the
Astrakhan apple trees. They were hard- dairy farmers of New England got in the
ly in bearing before others had so manv habit of depending upon purchased feed

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
iScc and

WHICH

discover

II my l*et work warranted.
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MAINS.

KlMKORD KALLS,

A spec ial Collection
George l>. Blsl>ee,

AVKNIES

KAR.VKK'8 I'KOMTS AKK LOST.
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Attorney β and Counsellor· at

NUMBER VA.
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lligan M'f'g

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

for the dairy herd to a large extent, and
now in the time of
excessively high
prices for grain and feeding studs it is
to
be
an
found
expensive practice. When
corn, oats and brau could be purchased
for about one-half the price they cost
to-day, there was some justification for
such a course, for with the scarcity and
high price of labor perhaps the protein
needed could be purchased cheaper than
grown upon the farm, but such a course
cannot be followed under prevailing conditions aud arrangements should be
made to grow most of the feed needed
or reduce the number of cows kept to
within a reasonable distance of the capacity of the farm. The price of dairy
products has not advanced in proportion
to the price of grain and feeding stuffs.
If the farm is adapted to the use of
machinery, and no farm can be profitably cultivated to-day that is not, the
proper course is to immediately make
arrangements to grow crops this season
that will reduce the grain bill. It is discouraging to have to pay out from 30 to
t$0 per cent of the amount received each
month for milk or butter to the grain
dealer for the grain purchased to produce that milk. There is one slight coneolation to such a course in the fact that
the fertility of the farm is constantly increasing if the manu rial elements are
properly saved and the resources of the
farm are thereby increasing. Hut so far
as tangible property is concerned there
is more of it in smaller quantity of milk
produced mainly from feeds produced
upon the farm than from a larger quantity produced mainly from feeds purchased in the market. The wise course is to
produce all that can possibly be produced from feeds grown upon the farm with
:i small proportion of nitrogeuous grains
purchased to replace the fertility—carried away from the farm in the marketed

THE KNIFE

THROWERS

By FREDERIC VAN RENSSELAER DEY.
1901, by Frederic Van Rerutelaer

the City of Mexico, Is the chief conspirator. We kuow that Escudera, Busta*
meute aud you came here for the avowed purpose to assassinate Burr PendleWe know It because Boinero has
ton.
confessed."
Rodriguez started hack aud uttered a

CHAPTER ZIL
BODBicusrs coNrsanoH.

FOR

moment the three Mexitoo greatly astoundec. to mov· or to speak, and
that moment was sufficient to
the officers a chance to seize them.
a

cans were

five

oath that Is uutrauslatable.
Then, whiter than before, he fixed his
eyes agaiu upon the district attorney,
who after u moment's pause continued:

Spanish

Escudera wheeled like lightning, bat,
observ'.tg instantly that there was ne
chance to escape and doubtless realizing the futility of such a thing even if
he could effect It, remained motionless

"It Is more than likely, Rodriguez,
tlint you wi.I nil go to the electric
Escudera and Bustamente cerchair
tainly will, but you may possibly escape It."
"How?" pi sped the man, now thor-

where he stood while the officer nearest
birn snapped a pair of handcuffs on
hie wrist
Rodriguez made one heroic dash toward the door, but ran straight Into
the embrace of the officer nearest him

oughly frightened.

"By confessing freely everything you
kuow concerning this matter. By doing that you will save us time, expense
aud trouble, and In return for that I
can promis·· you that the Judge will be

and was also handcuffed.
Itustamente acted as his half developed nature had taught him to act In
emergencies. lie whipped out a knife
and struck with all his strength
straight for the heart of the man who

You will not be executed.
lenient.
Ton may get off with a short term In
prison. Think It over and answer me,
for this Is the last opportunity you will
have."
"I am willing to tell all I know, sir.
My life 1b worth more to me than their

Th« weapon would
have taki'U effecx and there would
have been a st«rond murder chargeable
against the trio but for the presence
of Craig Wyndham.
He appeared from behind the screen
friendship."
where he had been concealed Just In
"I thought so."
time to see the weapon raised, and he
"Escudera killed Pendleton."
sprang toward the maddened man and | "Oli, I know that already! Tell me
seized his wrist. He was only partly
something I don't know."
"He can throw a knife stralghter
than y(TU can shoot a pistol ball. He
stood in the bedroom doorway and

charged upon him.

threw a knife into Pendleton's heart."
"1 know that too. Tell me something
I don't know."
"I followed him and Pendleton when
tfie.v left the club that night. I crept
up the stairs after them. I was even
In the outer room where I could see
Escudera throw the weapon when he

did it, and I did see him."
"That is better. I know that also, to
be sure, but I did not know all of it.
Go on."
"1 was obeying Escudera's orders.
He was afraid that we might have to
do for the old servant as well, and he
thought it might take two of us. It
was necessary that Pendleton should
be put out of the way at once. I don't
It was something about
know why.
some

knife and ntniek uWi
He xchippcu
till his atreimth itruiyht Jur the heart.
successful, however. He diverted the
blow so tbut it cut throu::h the officer's
sleeve and iudieted au ugly gash ou the
nut

out

Good seed is the first requisite to a
good crop. Farmers cannot be too particular about this matter. AU the common field seeds should be carefully selected in both variety and quality. This
can be easily done if attention be given
to the matter early in the season and before the pressure of other work comes
on.—Maine Farmer.

go on."
"Escudera told me to follow tlifm
and go up the stairs. The minute he
was ulone he was to open the door so
that I coukl enter the room and secrete
myself until the right moment. He
had. while Pendleton was In Mexico,
asked him to take charge of some papers for him which he pretended were
He asked Pendleton
of great value.
for those papers that night. That was
how he got nim out of the room long
enough to let me In. I hid behind the
curtains at one of the windows. We
did not much fear discovery, for If we
had been discovered the old servant
would have been killed also—tlint Is, If

fleshy part of bis arm.
Through it all the district attorney

lu
remained unmoved in bis chair,
deed there was scarcely time for him
to do aught else, for tbe whole sceue
did not occupy more tbuu half u dozen
secouds. After that there was a picture which would have made excellent
material for a tableau—the three men

haudcuflVd. one calm aud smiling cynically. another pale with fright aud

my courage had held out, but 1 don't
think it would."
"Nor I. («ο on."
"Pendleton said he wns tired and
proposed taking a rest because he expected to be up late that night to transact some business with Mr. Wyndham,

him there."
Well?"
his papers and prehe waited in the hallway. Presently Pendleton went into
the bedroom, closing the door after
Then old James came In and
him.
went out once or twice. The last time
he went out through the main eu-

who was to go to
"I understand.
"Escudera got
tended to go, but

use

DeiilU

According

Superstition*.

to one

superstition

a

t'a-

method death has of announcing that a person is to become his victim is to cause the doomed une to
sneeze while viewing a corpse, or to
have the subject see his face retlreled
in a mirror while standing near tlie
body of one in whom life is ext.net.
A sparrow llew into an open window
of the consumptive ward at the hosvor.te

day while I was attending a
patient and without alighting tiew out
of another. I was immediately besieged upon all sides by tearful requests

pital

one

to redouble tuy efforts to effect a cure,
the action of the bird was a certain
omen that death would claim some
one present within a week.
One of the patients died the next
day. and the other |>oor fated <>::;*s resuscitated the little spark of hope
which feebly flickered previous to the
advent of the little bird, thinking,
probably, that as one had succumbed
they had some chance of regaiuiug
as

their health.—Exchange.
Y«ar'<

C'hlnu.

In

In China it is considered obligatory
on nil persona to settle every pecuniary
obligation before the first day f the
new year, a custom that might with
protit be imitated elsewhere. The Chinese have also the singular practic.· of
dating all births 011 the first day of the
so that as
year on which they occur,
far as the record shows every Chinaman has but one birthday, the first day
The widest variance is obof

January.

servable in the selection of the day
which should be considered the tirst of
the year. Some nations have begun it
in the spring, others in the autumn,
some In midsummer, most in midwinter; but, whatever the day. the usages
and rejoicings which characterized It
have uot varied so greatly as might be
supposed, but have remained for ayes
almost unchanged.

HI· Chance.

Conjurer (pointing

to

a

large cabinet)

—Now, ladies and gentlemen, allow me
to exhibit my concluding trick. I would
ask any lady In the company to step
ou the staue and stand In this cup1 will then close the door.
board.
When I open It again, the lady will
have vanished \ Ithout leaving a trace
behind.
Gentleman In Front Seat (aside to
his wife)-1 say. old woman, do me a
favor and step up.—Loudon Ti .-Hita.

in the West
with ovate,
white flow-

the tenacity

of Its Inner bark and the readiness
with which the inner bark may be separated—after maceration In water—Into layers resembling Inee. A governor
of Jamaica is said to have presented
to Charles II. a cravat, frill and ruffles made of it

Edfred.
"Is Miss Caustique still sharp in ber
manner toward youV"
"I should say so. Why, she's grown
whenbo sharp that now she cuts me
ever we meet."—New York World.
Raior

HOOD FARM

killing, sir."

In, for we
be an uproar at once.
To oar surprise, there was not After
awhile James came out and the rest te
practically as you bave already heara
me tell, except about the faked friend

SarsapariUa

Breeding

Powder

Makes non-breeding cows productive
and profitable. Should be used Αββτ
Abortion, when cows fail to breed,
when they are irregular, and when
they do not clean. In one herd was
successful with 84 out of 4t> cows
expected treated.

"It seems to be quite enough. Where
was Bustamente all this time?"
"He was watching Mr. Wyndham.
He followed him to the house. Escudera and I waited with Bustamente on
the other side of the street while Mr.

Hood Farm.

Abortion Treatment
with the

Consists in injecting
Breeding Powder, which thoroughly
disinfects, kills all germs, and makes
cows breed, followed by the ηεο of
Hood Farm Abortion Cure, which
strengthens the organs to hold the fœAll cows that show signs of
tus.
Slinking their calves should be given
down town."
The most successful
"Now, Rodriguez, I will have youi this remedy.
statement drawn off, and yon will treatment of abortion.
cows

•f Bustamente."
"Well, and after that?'
"Escudera went to the club to be
there ahead of Wyndham, bat he got
there about the same moment Busta
mente and I got a drink and went

eruptions. Have the whole family
begin to take them today.

all

Two slies of each remedy —$1 and 12.50.
Large holds four times dollar site.
"Certainly."
Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure is a positive
"Officer, take blm Wto the little room. euro for milk fever, and will save your most
cows.
valuable
Remain there until I am ready for yon."
Hood Farm Remedies are sold by
'.'Craig," said the district attorney
when they were alone, "I have a susSHURTLEFF ft CO.*

swear
<

picion

to

It,

I

suppose?"

that this Is the beat

day's work

I

CUPID.
CHAUFFEUR
By Lilian C. Paschal
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"Society, frivolity, charity, and tlie
greatest of these is charity."
Anlce covered a rosebud mouth, halt
blown into a yawn, with a gloved band
as she stood in argumentative attitude
before the flickering gas log.
"I'm sick of the first two, lady mother. Therefore will I practice charity."
"Well," said her mother plaintively,
taking up u novel, "do be careful with

F. A.

faded since yesterday. Ze pink roses
go better wiz miladl's gown."
Miss Anlce repeated her order more
Imperatively. She would have told
you that she detested dictation and

pink teas.
Dr. Ilarvey bad been guilty of the
In confirst in an eminent degree.
sequence he was carrying round a returned diamond ring irt»close proximity
to a very heavy heart, which had also
been declined with thanks, as though
It were an unavailable manuscript.
Charity covers a multitude of heart-

Therefore was Miss Anice
on errands of mercy this clear
December day.
And the fateful Juggernaut cat
which had ridden ruthlessly over two
fond hearts and brought about this
state of affairs was no other than the
aches.

speeding

South Pari·, Mo.

white electric runabout which
carrying her ghettoward.

little

was now

"Ilarvey

was

always

so

superior!·"

she thought scornfully as she pressed
down on the accelerator and shot
around Deadmuu's curve, narrowly
grazing a policeman and scattering his
convoy of pedestrians. "I can run the
White Arrow as well as he can." For
their quarrel had been brought about
by a difference of opinion as to lier

qualifications

as chauffeur.
To be sure, the little Jewish newsboy
to whom she was playing Lady Bountiful was laid up with a pair of smashed toes as α result of a contested right
In the encounter her autoof way.
mobile had come out on top in every
sense of the word and had been since
gallantly carrying supplies to a de-

feated foe whose wounds the farsee-

liig parents did not allow to heal too
rapidly.

"But of course everybody has to
learn to be anything." she comforted
herself, not choosing to remember that
Harvey had counseled her to wait till
she did learn before venturing out of
the park, "and papa gave me the
White Arrow only in October. 1 think

I've done pretty well in that time."
She sighed when she thought how
long it had been, because it was only
Oh.
the week after that Harvey—
And he had hinted about a
dear!
pearl necklace for her birthday! Now,
among her tiresome gifts, not one from
him, not even a bunch of flowershe who had sent her violets every day!
But she blushed as she glanced down nt
those tucked under her coat lapel.
She was winking so fast to keep the
tears back that she did not see the numerous warning symptoms of tin· great
lower east side, the hundreds of children. abundant riches of the poor. Becoming mistily conscious of a gurgling
squall stopped half way down a l>al»y
throat, she looked back and saw a
sprawling infant in her wake.
The Whit* Arrow had gone completely over the child, "straddling" it neat-

she picked him up more frightenAfter comforting him
ed than hurt.
with some of I key's confectionery supplies she rode ou, leaving him with
round eyes still staring tearfully and
rounder mouth peacefully stuffed with

ly.

so

Suddenly η tall young mnn in η long
MAN A RATHER .'OOR LOT.
ulster appeared around the corner
ahead of the flying White Arrow.
< «imparti
Facnltlca
Sont· of Hla
"Jam your lever back!" he shouted.
With Thoae of OtUer AuiuiiUa.
But poor Mose was too frigliteued to
"Man is a vain sort of an unlmal at
obey. He only clung tighter to the all times," observed a thoughtful elti-'
controller, pushing it to the third ten "uud In his process of naming and
notch. The carriage shot forward. As
classifying things around him he baa
It bowled toward the tall young man
attempted to leave reminders of himhe sprang out almost directly in its self in
every possible place, and he has
path.
succeeded, for one's eyea
generally
then
He waited till it sped alongside,
may not escape falling on something,
the
on
himself
quick as a flash flung
named after some of his attributes.
rear of the auto.
Grasping the pro- But when we come to think of It, when
jecting axle, he swuug himself up, we come to look nature squarely In the
then reached over the back of the seat
face, man Is not the only thing In the
and seized the controller.
land which can lay claim to highly de"Lift your foot," he commanded.
veloped senses.
Mose, with face very white under its
"Take the human eye. Unquestiondirt, obeyed meekly.
ably the little bundle of nerves In the.
"Now, youngster, where did you get eye, which make visualization possible
this machine?"
aud which present the mind with phoThe tall young inan seated himself
tographic refinements which no art baa
calmly, backed the runabout slowly yet equaled, is one of the physiological
and turned it around, following the marvels and opens up an endless field
direction of Mose's trembling finger.
for speculation in the realm of psychol.Miss Anlce was waiting to receive
science In
ogy, that unsolved riddle of
them at the crossing.
whose presence even the giants have
"Oh, Harvey—you," she said, then
Igskulked In
dignifiedly: "Thank

you very
much, Dr. Glvins. I had no Idea"—
"I was down below here to see a paHe bowed gravely as he detient."
scended from the carriage.
"In Hester street?" she queried.
"Yes," be said, meeting her glance
unflinchingly. "I have several in this
very

region, Ikey Meemstein among them."
Ile did not deem it necessary to add
that he also had practiced charity only
since October.
•'Shall I assist you up, Miss—Anlce?"
the last as he caught sight of the
fndeil violets.
Slir followed the direction of his
glance and blushed furiously.
"There was no card with them"—

she excused weakly.
"But you knew they were mine,
didn't you, A nice, dear?"
"Yes. I thought so," she said very

softly.

Then she bravely flew the flag of unconditional surrender.
"Won't you please take me home,
Harvey. I don't think I can manage
the White Arrow very well—yet."
His face lit up Joyfully as he swung
Into the seat beside her. His left hand
was upon the controller, but his right
disappeared under her raglan sleeve.
The Paean.
Peter was dying, and he had been a
friend of mine as long as I could remember. He had gone to work under
ground at the age of seveu. He had
never been properly fed. Every day he
had come sweating to the surface after
a climb of '2(H) fathoms, had changed
and walked a couple of miles to his
clean, cheerless cottage. Now he was
fifty-five, and he looked seventy, and
heart and lungs had given out. Ile
knew that he was near the end and
Ht ill kept iiis philosophy. He was as
honest a man as ever livid, and it had
often seemed strange that he was ai*■

*'

Arrived at last In Hester street, she
checked bral.e and lever in front of the
tenement wuere I key abode. She was
at once swarmed upon like a queen bee
by hordes of children to whom the daily visit of the white, horseless buggy
was a great event.
IS
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vaunted capability ns an autorist Mistress Aiiice forgot a small but very Important matter. She went up stairs
loaded with good tilings to gladden the
heart of I key and his numerous rel
atives and forgot to take from Its

socket the little running plug of the
White Arrow. With that tiny key safe
in her chatelaine bag the capacity for
mischief lu the combination of small
boy and automobile was reduced to u
Her electric horse would
minimum.
be hitched fust. But with that brass

plug lurking impishly In its hiding
place behind the leather apron of the
seat and with little Mose Radinsky's
bump of curiosity much inflated the
Inevitable occurred.
"Ye're afraid!"
What Juvenile bosom ever failed to
to that battlecry?
Mose scrambled up the big, fat cushioned wheel.
"Der loldy zed fer us not ter tech
ut!" warned another stolidly, while a
third cautiodsly lingered the shining,

respond

unlit eye of the fore light.
Mose stood up and grasped the
bright steering lever. It moved and
the front wheels with It. bumping viciously into the shins of the boy who
the courage of Mose,
had

questioned

whereupon

thut

young

Inuglied triumphantly and

gentleman

sat down

comfortably on the soft leather seat,
and
his grimy face, tousled black hair
out of
greasy gawnents ludicrously
cushions.
place among the luxurious
Ills elbow struck the controller handle. There was new food for Invenlgn-

tlor.s. Mf.se Investigated. The White
the
Arrow started obediently down
street.
Miss Anlco was descending the rickety stairs amid u shower of blessings
when she heard a shout below.
"What's wrong?" she demanded of a

.tllU.vn

■

/.f

Methodists who had no religion. Ik'
lay «lying and was content except for
tiie fact that he could no longer enjoy
tobacco. One day I sat by his bed
when the doctor came, lie was a shy
man and a very earnest Christian, and
he was fond of Peter. I knew that he

had something he was desperately anxious to say. and I was on the point of
taking my leave when he s|>oke, dropping. as one did with Peter, Into the
old caressing dialect:
"Where do 'ee think you'm goin' to,
Peter, when you do die?"
Peter looked up at him with the

kindliest of smiles. "Dunnaw, doctor:
but I never knew a horse yet that
wouldn't «et a bit o' crass somewhere."

—Academy.

Query.

A

Oxygen, genProfessor (lecturing)
tlemen. Is essential to nil animal exist—

ence.* There could be no life without
It. Strange to say, It was not discovered until a century ago, when—
Student—What did they do before It
was discovered, sir?
lie Wann't Surprised.
"See here! I found two pebbles in
the milk bowl yesterday!"
"Pm not surprised, ma'am. The water is very low Just now In the brook

drink."

where the cows
Plain Dealer.

raisins.

11

Pendletou was already
ed It softly.
asleep In his chair and did not hear
him. It would not have made any difference If he had, for he would have
been killed anyway. Escudera motionI
ed to me and pointed Into the room.
Heady For the "Ye·."
looked In and saw Pendleton asleep;
Madge-^IInve you given Jack your
then I stepped back. Escudera stood
and final answer yet?
on the threshold In the doorway
Mabel—Not yet—but I have given
he
threw the knife from there; then
him my final "No."—Brooklyn Life.
door
of
the
knob
the
seized
reached In,
did I
aud closed It. I asked him why be
The most forlorn looking object In
not go In and net his kulfe, aud he told
We this world is a man guest around the
me to mind my own business.
In the daytime.—Atchison Globe.
went out then, I last, aud I left the bouse
door on the latch so that those who
found the body might suspect thnt
the
anybody might have entered from
street Tlmt Ib all I know ubout the

impure, weak and

V
One secret of success is to make the Boto, 8 towe, VL
land do double duty—where it now
Hood'· larsapsrHls promises to
raise· twenty-five bushels of corn to the
mm mn* tospi thé prom!—.
acre, make it fifty.

THE END.

The Lncebarlc Tree.

impoverished—a condition indicated
the
by pimples and other eruptions on
face and body, by deficient vitality,
Wyndham went
loss of appetite, laek of strength, and that there would

the English language fairly well and is
"Hood's SarsapariUa bas been used In
master of a common school arithmetic,
and always with
the less time he fools away learning oar family for some time,
other language·, dead or living, the Rood results. Last spring I was all run
better.—H. S. Hinman.
down and got a bottle of It, and as usual
Miss Bxdlab
received great benefit."

from tomorrow and go with me?"
lier answer was "Yes."

The lacebark tree grows
Indies. It is a lofty tree,
entire, smooth leaves and
ers. It is remarkable for

and Pills

Until the young farmer is able to

poned.

rious contrast.

Tbere is no other season when good
ttedioine is so much needed ae in the

Hood's

"Carmellta, you know I told you once
that I was a sudden fellow, but 1 do
not think I have been very sudden In
this affair of ours. One week from to
morrow I must sail for Europe on in»·
portant business which cannot be postWill you marry me one week

bursting into bloom tlve perfect apple
blossoms, each on separate stalks, were
As the
seen growing in the center.
petals of the rose developed the apple
blossoms opened, the two forming a cu-

"You will twear to it, I lupposet"
trance. He had his hat on. aud I knew
the coast was clear. I opened the door
Into the hall, and Escudera came Into
He ordered me to do the
the room,
knife throwing, but I refused. Thon
he went to the bedroom door and opeu-

I DAN

A week Inter Carmen received a telegrain from Mexico Informing lie/ that
Ignacio It >uiero was dead, aud subsequently α letter came explaining that
He had that automobile. Don't let it run away
he had committed suicide.
made some trivial excuse to borrow a with you. You'll get smallpox or somepenknife from one of the nurses aud thing down in that awful ghetto, as
with it had taken his own worthless you call It. And be sure to change
life.
Under his pillow was found a ! your clothes before"—
But her tall, willful daughter was alletter from New York, which told of
the arrest and undoubted conviction of ready half way down stairs. Pausing
Doubtless that was his in the hall and thrusting her hands in
his friends.
to the sleeves of her long raglan, she
reason for the act.
A month later than that, while Craig said:
"Go back to my room, Celeste, and
and Carmen were sitting at tl>e same
table where they bad their first lunch- bring me the violets to wear."
"Oui, mamselle, but ze violets have
eon together, lie said to lier:

ple

farmer who has been breeding and
for thirty years and
of results says that the
best market is found about the middle
of September, and the most profitable want of animation.
hog is the one that weighs 200 pounds at
six months old. Hence, have your pig·
come in the middle of March, push then)
to 200 pounds each by the middle of
September, and market them. The
dam should be twelve months old and Make the blood pure, vigorous and
the sire ten. If parents are younger
create appetite, give vitality,
than this, the pigs will be weak; if rich,
curs
older, the pigs mature too late for profit. strength and animation, and
A

marketing hogs
keeping a record

Pendleton.

Λ Btranire Flower.

Spring Medicine
Tbe blood is

That evening, at the Savoy, Craig related to Carmen every event of the
day. and they were exceedingly happy,
knowing thut justice had placed its
Iron hands upon the murderers of Burr

A strange tlower has beeu borne by
In a
a Malmaison rosebush growing
Stowmarket.
Hill.
Violet
at
garden
England. The bush was close to an aptree, and on one of the largest buds

Iguuclo

Spring.

property."

"Yes;

«

liolping
specially adapted
the third furious with baUled rage, the
«canty pasture feed more economically
tirai bauds
than by the use of purchased grains. officers beside them, with
Kithcr of the crops we have named can upou their shoulders; ou the other
!>e grown without heavy application of side of the table the district attorney,
fertilizer, but they all need thorough still seated iu bis armchair and looking
preparation of the seed bed by repeated lnefTably bored, aud beside him, with
iiarrowing, and, in the case of corn, oue liand ou the back of his chair, the
thorough cultivation during the tirst
tall, athletic figure of Craig Wyudbain,
half of the season.
the god of Vengeance satIf any dairyman who has a good herd looking like
>f cows and is dissatisfied with the net isfied.
Escudera was the first to break the
returns during the past year or two will
ixumioe his books he will find that we silence that followed the short strugire right in this matter, for he will find gle.
[he amount he has paid out for grain in
"I suppose, Mr. Craig Wyndham, I
proportion to his receipts for milk an owe this to you," he said.
and
are
scores
There
sum.
astonishing
"I think you owe IWto yourself and
hundreds of milk producers for the Bosyour own treachery," replied Wyndton market whose monthly grain bill is
from 40 to 50 per cent of the gross ham calmly.
"Do you bellev· that you can fasten
uuount received for milk, leaving the
balance to pay for labor, shrinkage on your crime upon me?" continued the
cows and for the fodder grown upon the Mexican.
But tbe district attorney Infarm. If such arrangement had been
before Wyndham could reterrupted
made that not over 15 or 20 per cent was
spond.
required for grain there would be more
"Take those two men from the room,"
satisfactory results. Those milk pro- he commanded sternly. "Officer Dunn,
ducers who are keeping a comparatively
Rosmall number of good cows, doing the remain here with your prisoner,
work themselves in the winter and with driguez. We have not done with him
ϋ hired man in the summer, growing
yet."
ûud storing in the silo a good quantity
"Juan"— began Escudera, but again
i>f corn, are doing as well in the milk he was iaterrupted. this time by tbe
business as at any time in the past. officer who had him In charge, who
They are not doing as well as they clapped one hand rudely over his mouth
would do if the price of milk was as
and led him out of tbe room.
high in proportion to other things as it
"Rodriguez," said the district attorshould be, but they are not complaining
be
learned
should
softly when the others had gone,
Λ
lesson
much.
ney
very
from their experience and the number "I do not believe that you are as bad
i)f cows reduced to the capacity of the as tbe others, and for that reason I
farm and to the ability of the owner to bave kept you nere ιο turn wuu juu
provide a larger share of home-grown alone."
feed.—Mirror and Farmer.
'Πιο stenographer seized bis pen again
anil resumed work.
Λ new corn-canning factory is to be
"Du you know." continued tbe offierected at Turner Centre the coming cial. "tbat tbere has not been a mohave
of
Turner
farmers
The
season.
ment since Pendleton was murdered
for a long time been trying to secure the
when you and your friends bare not
at
that
a
of
establishment
point
factory
shadowed by the police? We have
but without effect till the present time. been
because
The required acres of planting have not hnd you arrested stiuply
we were waiting for additional proof.
been secured and the factory will be
ready for business at the harvest. True, Aud where do you suppose w# expected
of the to pet tbat? I will tell you because you
Fernald <& Co., proprietors
factory at Poland, are the backers of could uot guess—from Mexico."
this new enterprise.—Maine Farmer.
"From Mexico!" exclaimed Rodriguez
Involuntarily. Tbe craftiness of the
Farmers who have followed the false district attorney was too much for bim.
instruction of spreading their manure on
"Yes. from Mexico," continued the
the snow and ice of a Maine winter can official, inventing as be went along
now learn the error of such practice by
from the tale that Wyndham had told
going to the fields where the liquid bim. "We know, for example, that
richness can be seen skating down the
there was η conspiracy hatched beslope over the ice and frozen ground
tween four of you and that Captain
toward the stream below.
Romero, now lying wounded in
to

ire

Dey.
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product.

The crop of tirst importanee in supplying dairy feed is the corn crop. No
other approaches it in palatableness and
in economy. It will grow upon some
soils better than upon others, but, generally speaking, it is as well adapted to
nil soils aud all conditions of climate
found in New England as any forage
crop grown. If the corn crop of New
England could be increased one hundred
per cent over previous production, and
t»e grown and harvested in the most
sconouiical manner, it would be one of
the greatest helps to the dairy industry
that could be uamed. Next to the corn
Top come oats, oats and peas, and the
millets. These are also generally adapted to prevailing conditions and will aid
in reducing the grain bill, whether fed
These crops
η the green stateor cured.

···»···

Anther of "Not Like Other Men." Etc.

Copyright,

Do you
yço ew'r did in your life.
kuow if that scoundrel Escudera had
got here first with his yarn It would
linve bothered uie, aud I shouldn't wonder If I had Issued a warraut for you.
As It was. his story corroborated everything you had said, only It turned the
tablée ou himself. It's a great piece of
work for the district attorney's office to
accomplish, eh? I think It deserves a
small bottle. Let's go and have one."

Hit

or

Clevelaud

—

Ml··.

Whnt Is the difference between a
flirtatious man and a poor tennis play-

er?

One courts 'ho misses and the other
misses the courts.—New York Times.

HOME
AMD

CHILD

Does your horse "feel his

oats"?
tween

What a difference be-

the

grass-fed

grain-fed

horse 1

and the
first

The

strong and full of ginger, the
second flabby, weak and tired
out before he
begins. The
difference.
the
makes
feeding

Children arc not alike either.
One is rosy, bright-eyed, full
of life and laughter, another i?
pale, weak and dull. The feed-

ing frantically.

She ran blindly after him, dizzy
with visions of a sickening collision or
the street car line α few blocks away
Joined In the e'îase,
Λ br.:

'.v pclicemm

and recruits swarmed up. seemlnglj
from the Ground.

Vet this eye, decerning with
so much delicacy when the picture Is
no farther than the wall of one's room
-this eye with its circumscribed limits would be looked upon with dignified
scorn by yon soaring eagle if he only
knew how much farther lie could see
norance

than a human being.
"Take the human ear. Wo may not
hear so well as the rats and mice that
burrow under the palaces in which we
live or the squirrel that capers yonder
in the forest and countless other things
We may differenone might mention.
tiate with greater accuracy and trace
refinements in sound which these lowwhen
er creatures may not trace, but
it comes to the matter of catchlug the
sound at long range their ears seem to

have been more perfectly constructed.
"It is conceded that no human voice
has ever been heard which could equal
in sweetness of tone the lays which
No huone may hear in the orehard.
man

being

ever

sang

more

sweetly

but she never sang so
sweetly as the meadow lark when lie
out on
pours his gurgling love song
the summer air or the oriole when he
shades his silvered octave from the
than

Pa til,

bending bough.

"What device for measuring water
which will
pressure lias man invented
compare with the nerves which.string
It Is a sens·
the sides of the fish?
which Is not represented in the human
Man must resort to artificategory.
cialities in order to learn the air pressure and the degree of beat or cold.
Dut It is different with the fish, for he

always tell Jnst what the water
much he
pressure Is, and he knows how
can stand, and he acts accordingly.
"Take the olfactory nerves. Man la
nil right when it comes to attar of roses,
violet perfumeries und this and that
sort, but you may pick out the measliest old hound in the swamps of Mississippi, and if he knew how much superior his sense of smell Is to man's—
well, he wouldn't want to be caught In
can

man's company.
"No, I am not running my own creed
down. I am just relating a few things
which ought to tiKike us all natural lovers of the many' deserving beauties
that we wot not of In these hurrying
times, ami among them may be counted
the things mentioned. I'rove It? Prove
α

uothing. I am Just telling
Orleans Times-Democrat.

you."—New

THE ANTARCTIC NIGHT.
It la Fur

More Trying Thau the Arctic Ilnrkneaa.

From tiiis day (May 17) we were not
to see the sun agalu for two months.
At the beginning we dkl not dread the
before
prospect of this long polar night
us, but before the sun had been gone
ill.
many days one of us became very
I'auco lacked the constitution to hold
It is useout, and on June 5 he died.
less to dwell oil sad recollections. He
was love J o*t board the Belgica, aud
this loss, following on the death of the
sailor Wiencke, who was washed overboard by a wave In Ilrausfield strait,
made a deep impression on us. In the

obscurity of the midday twilight we
carried Uauco's body to α hole which
had been cut in the ice aud committed

It to the deep. A bitter wind was blowas with bared heads, each of us
silent and sad, we left him there—and

ing

the tloe drifted on.
Iu the antarctic regions, thanks doubtless to the detestable climate, the disastrous effects of the polar uiglit are
far more marked than in the north.
There Is a general lowering of the sysSevertem, ami the heart acts feebly.

al of us developed serious symptoms,
and without daily care on the part of
the doctor others would not have survived the period of darkness, though It
One part of
was relatively short.
Cook's treatment was very effective
and Ingenious. Those who were most
-**"
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u'oru

made tu stand lu ιι half naked condition
close to the red hot stove for several
hours dally. In this way the action of
the solar radiation was in part replaced
by rays of artificial beat lu a manner
admittedly primitive, but none the less

beneficial.

Life on board during tbe polar night
of great Interest from a psychological point of view. One tluds oneself
In conditions of existence altogether ab-j
normal ami crowded against one's fel·
was

lows in an uncomfortably narrow space.
Some became nervous, excitable and
sleepless, with the imagination continually wandering and dreaming. 1 was
one of these. Others, more happily constituted, became chronically tired and
But
These slept much.
Inditrerent.

everybody

was

content to spend twelve

bourg a day or more in bed. One of the
ing again is responsible.
crew developed maniacal tendencies;
Sickly children need special another, in more evil case, was broughtin
uunte Insane.—Heuryk Arctowsky
feeding. They don't "feel their Geographical
Journal.
oats". Scott's Emulsion adds
just the right richness to their

It is like grain to the
horse. The child gets new
appetite and strong digestion.
Scott's Emulsion is more

diet

than

It is

food.

medicine.

It

a

stronr

up dull
new flesh cn tl.ir
rouses

children, puts
and red blood into

ones

pale

It makes children grow
panting child.
"Yer nottymoble!" he gasped. "It's Scott's Emulsion makes ordirun—off—wid Mose!"
nary food do ils
When Anice reached the pavement,
breathless and pale, she could sec
audown the narrow street a runaway
tomobile. with a frightened bareheaded boy clinging to the seat and scream-

hopeless

cowered and

ones.

duty.

This picturc represents
the Trade Murk ol .Scott's
Emulsion and ii on the
wrapper of every bottle.

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & noWNE,

409 Pearl St., New Y oik
50»: ard Iall

An

Ancient Monument.

Id the churchyard at Bewcastle, Cumberland, England, an Isolated spot
about twelve miles from any railway
etation. Is a moniunent bearing the inscription. "Tbe First Year of Ecgfrltb,
King of This Realm"—L e., A. I). 070.
(Runic) on tbe west
Another

Inscription

side says that It was set up as a
"Standard of Victory In Memory of
Alehfrith. Lately King" (of Northumbrian who played so important a part
in the history of the time.
An Interesting account of the cross la
given In Bishop Browne's work, "The
Conversion of the Heptarchy." Ile says
that the inscriptions are "the earliest
examples known to be in existence of
English literature," and, "looking to the
Importance in the history of the world
of the conversion of England, there 1st
no historical monument In these lands
to compare with tbe Bewcastle cross."
The shaft as it stands Is a square
pillar composed of a single block o(
gray freestone fourteen and a half feet
high. Tbe cross head is gone, but when
entire the monument must have been
about twenty-one feet high.

FOR SALE!

1

ESTA BL1SH Bl> MH.

She ©sfovd Çcraotvat,
ISSUKO TUKSDA Y8.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN AL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

BUCKFIELD.
WEST PARIS
•FBIXO rOKM.
The recent mini bave melted nearly
Now lUt to oar poem, tbe first la Its Une,
all the anow, and the robin·, sparrows We
baste In oar effort to conjure and rbrme:
and other summer birds are quite a sure The crank I» now courting tbe mate's refrain,
To welcome tbe spring-time, tu beauty again.
indication that spring has come.
A large amount of wood and lumber is The bluebird Is singing so bllthelr and g*j,
over the way,
yet at the yards in the woods, and will Tbe robin I* chirping from
The pole-cat is passing a-oma around,
remain there through the summer.
ko we'll be happy, since springtime Is fonad.
And
William Hall has moved hie family to
It was not Rev. B. F. Lawrence at all
Rumford Falls, and B. C. Curtis from
well after being treated
the Snow's Falls road has moved into who was doing
(or appendicitis, but Rev. B. F. Tamer.
Mr. Hall's house.
blunder.
L. C. Bates is in New Haven, looking My
Amy Shaw went to Boston Wednesday,
after his business there for a few weeke.
went to LewisH. R. Dunham, wife and two chil- and Howard, her brother,
ton.
dren, of Waterville, have been visiting
Remember the Maine Pomoiogica)
relatives here and at North Paris the
meeting at Nezinscot Hall the 28th Inst.
past week.
Tascus Atwood, Esq., of Auburn, is
Already there is inquiry for rents in
Fessenden Post Memorial
this place and immediate vicinity, and to speak for
people are talking of repairs, and two Day.
are
We
glad to greet Mr. and Mrs.
or three new residences will be begun in
Carlton Gardner who arrived at their
the near future.
N. J. Cushman and L. M. Mann have native heath from Chicago Thursday.
The German Medicine Co. are putting
had fair amounts of lumber hauled to
in a week at Nezinscot Hall.
their mills the past winter.
Stanley Benson and wife went to HartH. G. Brown is gaining, and looks
ford Thursday. They wish to tender
more like himeelf than for the past two
and conHe made a short call on your their thanks to the promoters
years.
tributors to the benefit conferred on
correspondent on Friday last.
C. H. Lane and F. H. Hill were drawn them.
Mrs. Ellis Marston and son have reas traverse jurors at this March term of
turned to their home in Auburn after
court, it being the first time that two
her parents.
men from this village were ever drawn visiting
Next Thursday a benefit dinner will
for the same term.
be eerved at Nezinscot Hall.
Eighty-six members of Mount Pleasant
V. P. DeCoeter returned from atRebekah Lodge of South Paris visited
Onward Lodge of this place last Tues- tending court at Paris Friday.
Mrs. Horace Murch left for Boston
day night, and the evening was one of
for a spring etock of millinery.
Friday
enjoyment.
great
Miss Georgia Dean has returned from
Mrs. F. S. Farcum is in Boston selectan extended visit at Worcester, Mass.
ing her goods for the spring trade in
Wm. Cushman is not quite as well as
millinery.
C. H. Lane is having his furniture at last writing.
Mrs. Edwin Howard is very low.
rooms sheathed up.
Henry Adams is
East Branch
bridge is partially
doing the work.
J. H. Cole is just finishing a new wrecked
Mrs. Gilbert Tilton is ill.
piazza for Ezra Ridlon.

BETHEL.

pretty wedding took place
Tuesday evening at the home of Rev. P.
E. and Mrs. Rand, when their daughter,
Mabelle Cressey, wu united in marriage
A

very

witb Rev. Arthur Varley, formerly paeof the Congregational church. At
PARIS HILL
seven o'clock Mrs. J. V. Holt of Andover,
Flrat Baptist Church. Be*. H. H. BUhop, Mass., presided at the piano and to the
Paator. I'rMChlDi β Terr Sonda τ M 11 Λ. M.
•trains of Lohengrin's wedding march
Sun<laj School at 13 M. Sabbath Xventa* Ser
entered the parlor,
▼Ice at 7 30 p. κ. Prayer Meeting Thursday the bridal party
evening at 7 40 r. M.
and bride being unattended. The
groom
I'nlverealtm Church:
Sunday School every father of the bride officiated and the
ring
Sunday at 11 a. m.
service was used in a very impressive
a
for
ill
decoratbeen
The
was
who
has
manner.
John A. Buck,
tastily
parlor
few weeks, died at his home on Tremont ed with potted plants and hot house
Street Monday, at the age of 73 years. -Howers. The bride was
becomingly
The funeral Wednesday afternoon was at- gowned in white, while the groom wore
tended by Rev. il. H. Bishop. Burial will the conventional black. After the cereMr. Buck has been a resi- mony and congratulations a social hour
be at Minot.
dent of the Hill several years, and has was spent during which time dainty rebeen a bard working man and a quiet, freshments were served, the "wedding
unassuming and universally respected cake" being cut by the bride. The
He was a veteran of the civil presents were very beautiful, consisting
citizen.
of cut glass, decorated china, silver and
war with a good record, and a pensioner.
He leaves a widow and a number of the daintiest handiwork, showing loving
adult children.
thought and esteem for bride and groom.
The repairs on the academy building The bridal party left on the nine o'clock
Burtrain amid a shower of rice for a short
are in progress, in charge of F. P.
bank of South Paris and a crew of car- wedding journey after which they will
A hard wood floor is being be "at home" to their friends in Winspenters.
laid in the hall, and a kitchen built at low where Mr. Varley has recently acthe rear.
cepted a pastorate. Mr. and Mrs. VarMiss Mary A. Tierce is at home from ley carry to their new home the best
Westbrook Seminary for the two weeks' wishes of a host of friends.
Mrs. J. V. Uolt returned to her home
vacation.
Newton Cummings, who was accident- in Andover, Mass., Thursday.
Lumbering operations have come to a
ally shot last November, so that for
some time his recovery was considered sudden ending and quite a large amount
more
no
with
around
of lumber is yet to be cared for.
doubtful, now gets
Walter Chandler has been at home
aid than that of a single cane, and barring the slight impediment to his travel part of the week on account of an attack
occasioned by his lameness, bis activity of tonsilitis. He will return to Norway
He is rapidly Monday.
is as incessant as ever.
Maple orchards are producing large
getting back into shape, and there is
every prospect that in a very short time amounts of sap, and maple syrup is upon
the market at $1.00 per gallon.
he will again be entirely sound.
Gould Academy opened Tuesday for
anOOVER.
the spring term. On account of the bad
The continued warm weather has been
traveling some of the pupils were tardy
a serious set back to the loggers on the in
returning.
small streams.
Many large lots of lumThe W. C. T. U. observed Neal Dow's
ber must lie over to another year, birthday at the last meeting.
which mean a tinancial loss to the operThe students of the academy are busy
ators.
preparing for their fair and minstrel
with
the
Uniconnected
circle
The
show to be given next Friday evening,
versalis! church gave a honey eat at March 28.
their vestry last Tuesday evening to a
Friday evening, the Universalist sogood company.
ciety gave another supper and social and
The work on the new church goes the attendance was
large and a pleasant
steadily on, and the church will be done evening enjoyed.
early in May.
Dr. and Mrs. Gehring are in Cleveland
About 300 cords of birch will be left
relatives.
visiting
in the woods at the Andover ManufactWEST eETMEL
uring Co.'s plant.
"
"Tie the meanest month of «11
Mr. Grover is yarding his 200 cords of
In the hull year's lot.
birch to the main road, where he can
When the sua pnxluces mud.
Hut It Dever shines hot;
get on wheels.
When a thaw ν sort o' freeze
The Congregational circle met last
In the air abide*,
week with Rev. and Mrs. Waterworth.
tor
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A Τ WOOD A FORBES,
Editer· ud

Proprietor·.

ÛWMI M. ATWOOD.

A.

E. rouit.

TltU§1J0 m year If paid strictly la advance.
Otherwise $iw a year. Single copte· 4 cent·.
AuvurriszajJiT·:— Ail legal advertisement*
JO
are given three consecutive Insertion· fur $1
contract·
per tech In length of column. Special aUvertl·
made with local, transient and yearly
era.

Jua Pumtuo —New type. last prase·, steam
power, experienced workmn and low price· I
combine to make this department of our busl
n«M complete and popular.
SINULE COPIES.

cent»

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
on
Jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed
•ale at the following places In the County :
Parlln's Drug Store.
South Pari·,
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaater.
Buckdeld,
Α. P. Lewi·, Insurance Office.
Fryeburic,
Mr». Harlow, Post Office.
fart* Ulil,
Samuel T. White.

Weet Γ arte,

COMING fcVfcNTS.
March 36,27.—Roae Carnival of Universalis
Good Iheer Soc ety, -outh Pari».
State PoMarch 2S.—Sprlni{ u>< ëtîng of Maine
motogtcal Society, Buck Held. South Paris.
Pumona
Orange,
April 1.—Oxford
Water
». 10.—Ci rand Lodge, 1. O. G. T.,

April

ville.

Paris.
May 3.—Adjourned town meeting,
Ma> 3.—Adjourned town mettlng, Norway.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New York Tribune Parmer.
For Easter.
Auction.
Paris Antl constipation Pills.
For Walfctf·.
1st.
Special Prices L'ntll April
Ladles' Suits.
The Evangeline.
Good Suit
Probate Notices,
t Notice* of AppointmentEaster Perfumes.
Wall Papers.
Dr. Austin Tenney.
ν

Help Wanted.
Bankruptcy Notices.

2

BARNES
VERDICT

ΚΟΚ

VS

RUMFORD.

PLAINTIFF

BY LAW COt'KT.

SUSTAINED

The ice will leave the lake at an early
with this weather.

day

ALBANY.

r

GREENWOOD.
Since the time of the year has arrived
that astronomers call spring, it may be
the proper time to hand in the zero
mornings, as they occurred during the
winter. It will be observed that there
lias been no extremely cold weather
since December came in, compared to
most winters, nine below being the
coldest; while the first two months
of the new year were noted for steady
cçld, the temperature almost reaching
zero for quite a number of mornings.
Here are the figures, observations being
The first
taken at daylight as usual.
figures mean the day of the month, then
temperature at or below zero: Dec. 4, 8;
0, zero; 7,7; 22, 5; Jan. 1, 3; 4,3; 15,
zero; 29, zero; Feb. 5, 6; 12, 9; 16, 2.
We have also kept the record of the
snow storms since December came in,
An* the symutoms of disease
and the fall of snow in inches in each
SUr our shlverln' Inside·.
one, and here they are; Dec. 4, 12; 23,4;
Yet nothln' 1β so bad but
27, 8; 29, 4; Jan. 7, 1; 12, 7; 26, 2; Feb.
What It might be woree,
Which I» why I'm tryln" hard
2, 15; 17, β; March 5, 8; 9, β; 19, 5.
For to write this verse ;
Xumber of snowstorms, 12; inches of
For I've al'ays noticed this—
The winsnow, 78, equal to β 1-2 feet.
Ad' It elves nie cheer—
ter has been remarkable for the large
If I elt through March,
W*y, I stan' It alt the year."
amount of rain and the light snow
Teamsters tell us there was no
storms.
Spring began on Friday, the 21st.
Have you been vaccinated?
time during the winter when the snow
Lysander Ordway has opened his store was so deep in the woods as to hinder
A blizzard struck this town on Wed the teams going anywhere.
Ransom Cole commenced sawing his
nesday last.
Adrian L. Grover has been visiting ; long lumber last Monday, and judging
relatives in South Paris.
from the pile of logs lying beside the
Vernon W. Staples is assisting M
mill pond, one would infer there was
O'Reilly in the railway station.
quite an amount to cut out.
ι·«κι
i<wii
iicti.
tauaci
tKtyn
I\t*pui
People continue to cross the Andra
scoggin River on the ice, but it is unsafi made its appearance at the City, and the
for horses.
public are warned by a notice on the
Mrs. iiannah Murphy is slowly re house.
John Titue commenced harvesting
covering from her recent illness.
Sleds and sleighs are still used on thi > his ice last Tuesday, having deferred it
until then on account of his work at the
roads in this vicinity.
Rev. B. F. Fickett of Norway preachec Pond. His team now consiste of three
in Union church on Sunday last.
yoke of oxen, two of which girth 7 1-2
H. P. Dennison takes orders for wal I feet, while the other is somewhat smallpapers, and samples are shown in tlx '■ er; and considering the amount of work
store.
they have done the past winter, they are
Mr. Titus' oldest son,
Mrs. L. C. Bean continues to gradually looking tinely.
improve, but can sit up only a fev Koy, commenced his term of school at
Bethel last Monday.
minutes at a time.
Mrs. Hicks has promised her pretty
It is reported that Fred McLeod wil I
am
I
in
this
soon vacate the hotel
new rug, spoken of last week, to a cervillage,
Portland.
tain
move to
young lady, when she changes her
Miss Ethel L. Allen celebrated he: name.
18th birthday on the afternoon of tin >
Six persons have died within about
10th, and received numerous gifts iron the same number of weeks, all of whom
her parents and invited guests.
we formerly knew, and were well acA number are thrown out of employ quainted with the most of them.
They
meut by the burning of the new mill ii
were, Rev. A. C. Herrick, George HusNorth Albany ovned by the Paris Manu sey, Cyrus Wormell, Dr. Hill, Rufus
facturing Co". Will Griffin of this vil Bryant and Mrs. Hillman. Truly in life
lage was engineer, and lost some of hii we arc in the midst of death. But then,
while the older ones are continually goclothing.
Mrs. Mary A. Dow, whose home ii > ing out the new ones are coming in a
Hattie A
Mrs.
with her daughter,
little more rapidly to take their places.
One little kid introduced herself into
Grover, is one of the smart old womei
of this town. She is over four-scor< the family right here, on the 15th
years of age, and can see quite well with instant, and the day wasn't considered
out spectacles. During the winter sh< > anything more than ordinary for that
lias been making quilts, and can use ; kind of an introduction, either.
needle better than many girls in theii
BRYANT POND.
teens.
There has been plenty of maple syrup
for sale for the past week.
HEBRON.
Business is still good at both of the
Peter J. Setchanoff, who died hen
Saturday night after a two weeks' illness mills.
Fred Lurvey is gaining in health, alwas born in Bulgaria, and was 25 yeari I
the house.
old. lie was cared for in every way anc though he is still confined to
Lewis Manu. Mrs. Edwin Mann, Mrs.
by loving hands and given a beautifu I
Bowburial Tuesday morning. His death s< Thomas R. Day and Mrs. James L.
ker went to West Paris Tuesday afterfar from home and relatives, particular
the Rebekah meeting
ly touched the feelings not only of thi noon to attend
a nice time
school but of the people about here. Αι that evening. They reported
far as we know, he was the secont and a very large company from South
was
the
Mrs. Bowker
guest of
student from away buried here. Th< Paris.
until Wedfirst was a young man named Matthewi Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barden
who was drowned in the pond wliicl , nesday afternoon.
1
..I
41
u
11
Mrs. Thomas Day went to Lewiston
Wednesday morning to visit her daughPond.
Mise Walker of Peru, a former student ter, Mrs. Grace Wing.
The rural free delivery route laid out
and graduate here, has been spending i
over Billings Hill and through Milton
few days in the place.
to be
Mrs. Geo. C. Wing of Auburn is spend by Mr. Boutelle last fall is about
in spite of the war waged
established,
Dr
Mrs.
her
with
a
few
sister,
ing
days
against it by a few who had but little
Donham.
come and
The game of basket ball played hen interest in the matter. It will
to stay.
Friday evening, the 14th, between tlu come
Mrs. Myrta Gilman has been called
Coburn Classical Institute team and tlu
of
Hebron Academy boys, scored 06 to 18 it home to Gariield, Vt., on account
the severe illness of her father.
favor of Hebron.

A rescript was received last week in
First rain and sleet,
Spring weather.
the case of M. Abbie Barnes vs. InhabGood
then snow and ice, then rain.
This was an action
itants of Kuniforil.
neither for wheels nor runners.
for damages on highway, and was first
Many is the man that has got left on
The
tried at tbe October term in HHK>.
bare ground with large lota of pulp
It was tried again last
jury disagreed.
wood in the woods.
October, and a verdict of $1304.33 for
Wallace E. Cummings has rented the
plaintiff was returned. It was carried
Deacon Lovejoy house for the summer,
tbe law court on exceptions and
to
moved his goods in.
and
The court overmotion for new trial.
We understand that Roscoe Andrews,
rules the exceptions and motion and
also Perry and Nina F. Bean, have reorders judgment on the verdict, thus
turned to Bethel to Gould's Academy
Wright for plaintiff; for the
ending tbe case.
spring term.
Bisbee Λ Parker for defence. The reGuy Cummings, young son of D. A.
script is as follows:
Cummings, is gaining slowly under the
M. Abbie Barnes vs. Inhabitants oi
of Dr. C. M. Coolidge, but is
care
Rnuiford.
thought to be out of danger.
J.
Whitehouse,
Rescript by
The school committee held an adThe exceptions. There was evidence
They have
who had journed meeting Thursday.
the
driver,
that
show
tending V
the exchange of books under consideracontrol of the carriage in which the
We hope they will be able tu
ol tion.
plaintiff was riding, had actual notice
select something more modern than
the condition of the road at that point,
some now in use in town.
They also
prior to the acculent, and had uot giver have the repairing ami improving of the
notice of the defect to any one of the
school house in the Bennett District
municipal officers. One of tbe provis- under consideration, which we most
ions of section t»0 of chapter 18, R. S.,
We believe in making
If the sufferer had notice of tht heartily approve.
says:
the school room pleasant and healthy,
condition of such way previous to tht
to
the
make
aud
coming school day
help
time of the injury, he cannot recover of
memories such that in the future years
a town unless he has previous y notified
the participants shall not look back to
one of the municipal officers of the deBut them as dark spots on the face of time,
fective condition of such way."
but as days when they had good appathere was no claim that the plaintiff,
ratus and the (test of instructors to help
who was the "•sufferer" in this case, had
of the way lay the foundation of a great and noble
any notice of the condition
career in life's journey.
prior to the accident. This requirement
Maple syrup making is quite a busiof the statute imposes upon the traveler
ness just now.
a distinct personal duty as a condition
Simon Grover of Stoneham was in
precedent to his right to recover for in- town to-day looking for cows.
juries suffered on account of such a deBut with respect to the discharge
fect.
CPYFBURG.
of this particular statutory obligation,
Miss Kuuice Barker is sewing for Miss
it would be an unwarranted construction
Olive Eatou.
of the act to hold that the sufferer was
The snow is nearly gone.
chargeable with the knowledge of the
Mrs. E. G. Fife left Tuesday for Boadriver of a public carriage in which the
ton
and New York.
and thusrea
was
passenger,
plaintiff
The Academy closed Friday, March 21,
for his failure to notify the
for the Easter vacation.
municipal office».
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Eastman have reThis express statutory duty is of
turned from a trip to Washington, D. C.
course clearly distinguishable from the
The
has been assigned to
obligation imposed by the doctrine of Eloise valedictory
to Rubie M.
contributory negligence or concurring Evans. Gerry; salutatory
causes, which, under the construction
The equinoctial was a long storm.
placed upon the statute by our court,
has uniformly been held specially apWEST BUCKFIELD
plicable to this class of actions against
Mrs. Emma Bonney and daughter Jestowns for defective highways.
Upon sie were
up to Scott Briggs' one day rethis questiou of contributory negligence
cently.
the plaintiff was held responsible for the
Shirley Bonney has swapped his new
conduct of the driver, aud in that re- horse for a heifer with Fred
Hodgdon.
his
with
was
chargeable
spect she
O. D. Warren of Bucktield spent Saturknowledge of the existence of any defect day night with his sister, Mrs. Harry
at the point where the accident happenBuck.
But a breach of this distinct statued.
Shirley Bonney and wife were at Das- I
tory duty of the traveler to give to the tine Turner's Sunday.
municipal officers the benefit of any
Eugene Green of Turner spent Monknowledge he may have of the existence day night at Harry Buck's.
of the defect, is sufficient to defeat his
Fred Bennett has finished work at
right to recover independently of the Kumford Falls and is at home.
or
doctrine of contributory negligence
Mrs. Victor Pearson and Ethel are
concurring causes. In that respect the having the grippe.
'•sufferer" in this case was not chargeFred Cooper, Roinanzo
Lowe and
able with the knowledge which the drivHarry Buck sold potatoes to B. Gerrish.
er hail but which she did not have, and
failure to
was not responsible for his
OXFORD.
communicate it to the municipal officers.
Rev. Mr. Woodward of Portland exdriver
the
The declaration made by
changed with Rev. Mr. Ericson Sunday.
Fred Sturtevant got home from Dix
out of court was admiseable for the purSaturday evening Mr. Woodward lectas a
his
of
credibility
impeaching
ured on Sandford and his work at Shiloh. field Thursday morning.
pose
Rev. S. D. Richardson had a slight
witness, but could not be considered b>
Florence Hayes is at the Maine General
the jury as evidence of the fact stated Hospital at Portland for an operation for shock Sunday night which affected hit
tending to show how the accident hap- appendicitis. She is reported as doing right side. He is comfortable at present
and is around his room. Mr. Richard
pened. The declaration must have been well.
all over the count}
made three or four minutes after the
At à parish meeting held by the Con- son has many friends
not
was
who will be sorry to learn of his illness,
The driver
accident happened.
gregationalist
society H. H. Hall and
occurThe
then performing any act.
Dr. H. R. Farris were chosen trustees.
PERU
His statement
rence had terminated.
An enthusiastic temperance meeting
H. R. Robinson and wife have beet
wan not a spontaneous exclamation acwas held by the Y.
P. S. C. E. Sunday
friends
in
Sumner and Paris foi
visiting
companying an act and tending to ex- evening.
the past week.
dollars
was
taken
at
the
plain or illustrate it, but a simple narraEighteen
I. C. Kidder has been to South Parif
It was not a part old fashioned kitchen
tion of a past eveut.
entertainment
ae juror for the past two weeks.
of the res gestae.
the
M.
E.
given
by
society.
The selectmeu have employed Jamec
The town is made chargeable with the
Mrs. Jones, widow of the late Silas
Gowell, Elmer Brown and H. R. Robinconsequences of the neglect of its officers Jones of Welchville, died
Monday,
son to build a new ferry boat for the
to make the necessary repairs after re- March 17.
at this place.
ceiving such notice of the defect, and it
The village schools closed Friday, ferry
Wilson Stillman and wife were in Lewis immaterial whether the notice is to March 21st.
is
u
to
over
Sunday.
one of the officers for the municipal year
Fred Stillman and wife of Mexico
in which the accident occurred, or for
EAST BETHEL.
with J. E. Conant and
the
despent
Sunday
some previous ν ear, provided
The Gould Academy students have re- family.
fective condition of the way remained
turned to school.
We are having a very rainy spell of
unchanged.
Mr. Sumner Brown is at home from weather.
The motion. Whether the condition
Rtiniford
Falls.
of the way at this point of the accident
Mr. and Mrs. I^eslie Brown from BerSWEDEN
was
reasonably safe and convenient lin. Ν. H., were in the place last week.
Born, in Sweden, March 12th, to the
within the meaning of the statute as
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bean and daughter wife of Lindon Merrill, a daughter.
construed by our court, was a question of
Susie from Massachusetts were guests of
Notwithstanding the rain and bad
fact not entirely tree from difficulty. A
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean last week.
traveling nearly one hundred were presjury of practical men, a majority of
ent at the silver wedding of Mr. and
whom had doubtless had experience in
Mrs. S. L. Plummer on the evening of
BPOWNFIELD.
repairing highways, evidently fouud the
17th. Among those from away
road defective for want of an appropriate
Thursday, a rainy day. Snow nearly MarchMr.
and Mrs. J. A. Brickett, Mrs.
were
railing or guard to prevent travelers from all gone.
Frank Johnson and Harry Brooks will Fannie Wiggin, Will Uaynes and wife,
driving into the ravine in the night time,
Fred Wiggin and wife and Harry Haynes,
and we are unable to say that their con- haul their remaining logs on wheels.
The
John McDonald has quite an amount all of Waterford; Mrs. George Marr,
clusion was unmistakably wrong.
Mary A. Plummer and H. A. Shorey, Jr.,
evidence appears to have satisfied the of lumber not got out of the woods.
Rev. J. F. Albion of Maiden, Mass., of Bridgton; also Mrs. Roland Woodbury
jury that the municipal officers must have
of Portland. After an oyster and pastry
observed the condition of the road at has been engaged by Daniel A. Bean
supper was served the following program
that point unless gTosely inattentive to Poet as speaker for Memorial Day.
Mr. Ε. B. Bean has rented his cottage was given:
their duty, and in the absence of any
Mrs. Wiggin ami Mies May King.
PUuo duet,
positive testimony to the contrary from on Main Street to Mrs. Drusilla Chap- Recitation,
M lu A bble Woodbury
these officers the jury drew the inference man.
Poem written for the occasion by Bev. T. 3.
The old red mill in this village is
that they had actual notice of the defectPerry and read by M. A. Plummer.
Mr». Brackett and Mr». Wiggin
ive condition which caused the accident. again rented. This time to George Ben- Piano duet,
Poem, written by Mr·. N. O. Mclntlre of KanIt is the opinion of the court that this son, where he will commence work in
caster, Maaa read by Mr», ticorge Marr.
Mr». Urackett and Mr» Wiggin.
Duet,
question of notice is attended with less the near future.
Mr. John Sands and Thomas Harmon
The presents were very many and
difficulty than that respecting the existence of a defect, and that the verdict are at home from attending court at beautiful and many letters of congratuof the jury should not be disturbed on South Paris.
lation were received from absent friends.
Mr. Selden Boy η ton and family are
this ground.
soon to move to Gorham, Ν. H.
Exceptions and motion over-ruled.
north
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Allen, nee Linna
Judgment on verdict.
Henry Tuell has sold his farm to ClayFrink, of Portland, visited at J. L.
ton Churchill of South Paris and will
Three gifts to Bowdoin College were Frink's on Main Street, last week.
March 26.
The Grangers are soon to present a have an auction Wednesday,
announced Tuesday. The largest was
We understand that he proposes to move
front Gen. Hubbard of New York, al- drama.
to West Paris and will build a house on
Cji ite a number in town are sick with
ready a large benefactor of the college,
bis lot there.
and was in the form of a new giand pneumonia.
Frank Barrett has loaded a car of poBad colds are prevailing all over town.
stand for Whittier Field, the college
tatoes at West Paris, paying 60 and 65
Gen Hubbard is a
athletic ground.
cents, also a car of apples for which he
DiCKVAUE.
graduate of the college in the class of
paid 13.50 per barrel.
hundred
were
a
'57. The other gifts
Mrs. Mary J. Andrews, an aged lady
Frank Gowell went to South Paris
Portof
Pickard
T.
Charles
from
books
of this place, fell and quite seriously in- March 12 to visit his mother, who is in
the
from
of
fund
book
$1000
a
and
land,
jured herself the 17th.
quite poor health.
late John L. Cutler of Boston.
Miss Eva Child is so improved aa to be
A. D. Andrews has hired Thurlow
able to sit up.
Hazelton for the season.
One of the good things that every
J. C. Wyman is out again.
Ed Richardson and his mother, Mrs.
Maine city seems anxious some other
Mrs. George Child is as comfortable as Harriet Richardson, are both on the sick
city shall have, is the state day celebra- can be
with
a
broken
expected
leg.
list.
tion in Old Home Week.

■

■

DENMARK.
Mrs. Α. II. Jones is visiting friends in
Boston, Lowell and Cambridgeport,
Mass.. for a short time.
Mrs. James Ingalls, who died in the
hospital at Portland last week, was
buried in their family lot here Saturday.
Mr. Sydney Smith and A. W. Belcher
are repairing the school house in the
Deering District.
On account of the high water in the
pond here the gates have been hoisted,
and the mills have had to stop.
Mrs. Jones Holt is reported as being
quite sick.
Mr. L. A. Ingalls has had his dog,
Ben, killed on account of his being so
cross at times, having bitten quite a
number of people here.
&AST SUMNER.
Chas. Davis and his teams left for his
home in Oxford on Tuesday, and most
of the other teams have left.
Mr. M. C. Osgood seems to continue
to improve slowly. His son, Merrick, of
Winchester, Mass., has been down to
visit him for a day or two.
Rev. B. F. Turner, who supplies the
Baptist churches in town, is taking an
enforced vacation by reason of a surgical
operation recently sustained at the
All hope to
Maine General Hospital.
enjoy his efficient labors again ere long.
There has been a temporary lull in
business at the birch mill, owing to a
strike for pay on the part of workmen.
Berry's mill is doing an active busi-

service

at

Wilton to work.
James Yarney of Sumner is

a

LOvm,

B. F. Heald and family this week.
Ben Record, Will Bisbee and Earl
Hammond are at work for Heald Bros,
in their mill.
There is quite a call for farm help in
onr vicinity this spring.
John Chaplin and Orin Stiles are cutting wood for G. W. Hammond.
Stephen Spauldlng has shipped all of
his pulp wood.
The snow went so suddenly this spring
that there is lota of wood and lumber
left in the woods, which will have to lie

over

until another year.

The Maine Experiment Station is now
mailing two bulletins, No. 80, Feeding
Stuffs, and No. 81, Inspection of FertilBulletin No. 80 contains the
izers.
analyses of the samples of Feeding
Stuffs collected by the station inspector
and sent in by the station correspondent*
during the fall and early winter of UMJl-2
Bulletin No. 81 contains the analyses
of the samples of fertilizers received
from
manufacturers, guaranteed by
them to represent the goods to be placed
the
upon the market this season. Only
brands mentioned in the Bulletin are
thus far licensed. These are of especial
importance to dealers as they arc liable
if they sell or offer for sale unlicensed
brands.
Bulletins 80 and 81 will be sent free
to all residents of Maine who apply to
the Agricultural Experiment Station,
Orono, Maine. In writing, please mention this paper.

From 9 to U o'clock, A M., the fruit* and planta
resented for exhibition will be received and put

β

Walter Bakers

STATION.

Program :

28.

place.

11 o'clock. \ddress of we'come and response.
The remainder of the morning session will be
of Sma'l Fruits
o<*cop1eri by talk· on the Culture
for toe Farm, opened by Ohas 8. Pope, Mancheater, and followed by othe e. The discussion
to occupy the remainder of the session.
: 1:30 p.m. Short psiwr or talk by ('. A. Arnold.
Arnold, on the Fruit* of Southern Penobscot and

The men who voted for
all right, but they have to
seat when Abner Dutton
heard from. He voted for
Adams in 1828, and has not
a town meeting since.

RAM.
On March 12 Mrs. Fred R. Bean, net
Annie Harriman, gave birth to twin
girlR, and an hour later died of heart
The little girls are bright and
failure.
Mrs.
healthy, and seem bound to live.
Bean has been an accomplished scholar
and teacher, and was a worthy and
She leaves also a
estimable lady.
daughter some 2 years old, parents and
a large circle of friends.
Mr. John F. Wentwortli is recovering
from appendicitis, it being his second
attack.
The operation by Dr. Brock ol

a
^California
Easter line of

missed even

for

ana

ιηκβ

as

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Loss than One Cent a Cup
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards in

Walter Baker &Go

P. Pari in, South Paris; Stevens,

Noyés Drug Store, Norway.

I

OPEN

NOTICE.
In the District Court of th* United States for the
District of Maine. In isankruptcy.
1
In the mutter of
MKilf.n M. Hatha «-av. } In Bankruptcy
of Bry*nl'« Pond, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of ilellen M. Hathaway,
In tbo County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Notice le hereby given that on the 22nd dav of
Mar., A. D. 1902, the said Mcllen M. Hathaway
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
Court House, In South Pari··, on the 12th
day of April, A. D. 1902, at 10theo'clock
said
at which time
in the forenoon,
creditors may attend, prove their claims,
such other
transact
and
a
trustee,
appoint
business as may properly come before said

Thi Wilhelmus Company, New York, Ν. Y.

<

[

log.

Ingersoll

Paris, March 24th, 1902.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
~

Reginald R. Roblnaon, Oxford.

AUSTIN TENNEY,

DR.

Hammond.
Tenant's Harbor.
R Elwln Talbot

Oculist.

·*

Murray.
No. Woodstock.

Graduate of the Chlcagc
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Rivera

Spring Suits, Spring Overcoats,
Hats, Shirts, Neckwear.

from^

Just

Noyes Drug Store, Norway, guarantee

satisfaction.

WOULD SMASH THE CLUB.
If members of the "Hay Fever Association1' would use Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, the club would
go to pieces, for it always cures this
malady—and Asthma, the kind that
baffles the doctors—it wholly drives
Thousands of once
from the system.

CAN'T

KKEP~[T

SECRET.

The splendid work of Dr.
Life Pills is daily coming to

King's
light.

New

No
such grand remedy for Liver and Bowel
troubles was ever known before. Thou-

curing Constipation, Sick Headache, Biliousness, Jaundice and Indigestion. Try them. 25c at
Shurtleff & Co.'s, South Paris; Noyes
Drug Stort, Norway, drag stores.
sands bless them for

The Dirigo Telephone Co. has changed
its name to the Northeastern Telephone ,
Co., and increased its capital stock to
1

•600,000.

the time nowj/vhen you neçd

Maine

Rosemere,
Francisco,

is·
rêJT

Rose,
Ramona,

Pasadena

W, C. McArdle,

And many others.

South Paris, Maine,
Kaalti

prices ranging from
Five Cents to Fifty Cents per Roll
The Best Value Ever Offered

ToUl
Caah capital

OPERA HOUSE.

Surplus

FULL

IbeCr

PRESENTING

10.481 «1
1,037 10

$922.3·4 11

S.ono «0

wants a new suit. I think there will
be more sold this year than ever before.

100.0001)0

are

showing

some

$ro SUITS

are

Tafleta Silk.

THE HIGHER

PRICED*

GOODS

are

trimmed with stitching,

Moire Bands and Buttons.
WE HAVE

a

Black and Colors.

in
very good line of Separate Skirts, also Silk Waists

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,

ROBERTSON,}

meeting.
South Parle, Mar. 11,1902.

in price* from £ΙΟ to $*2.1.
made of Good Cheviot, Jacket lined throughout with

Hanging

FOR SALE.

In the District Court of the United States for
Uie District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
WILLIAM
of Mexico, Bankrupt.
)
To the creditors of William Robertson, I the
Ounty of Oxfonl and district aforesaid:
Notice U hereby given that on the 10th dav of
Mar., A. D. 1902, the said William It ert-<on
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held nt the
Court House, In South Paris, on the 9th day
of Apr, A. D. 1902, at 10 o'clock In the
forenoon, at whlcb time the said creditors may
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine tee bankrupt and transact such other
business aa may properly come before raid

Eli'e Concert Vaudeville,
Popular Musical Specialties,
Social Oancing Every Night.

Moulding to match

EASTER is coining· and every lady

327,590 21

liabilities,

NOTICE.

The World's
Glass Blowers,

of Room

We

C. B. HARLOW,
South Woodstock, Me.

ii

styles

MAXIM

BLOCK,

103-11.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
I

Paris
A

GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

....

EtSTERX TELKNIOIVK

Anti-Constipation

SURS

OUREI

Pills

FOR

CONSTIPATION, BILI0U8NE8S, LIVER TROUBLES, AND
ALL BLOOD DISEASES DEPENDENT UPON POISONfor |

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
OUS MATERIAL IN THE SYSTEM THAT SHOULD
In the matter of
)
BE CARRIED OFF BY THE BOWELS.
ELLIOTT RICH.
J In Bankruptcy,
of Bethel. Bankrupt. I
To the creditors of Elliott Rich, in the
are small and
These
taken, yet prompt and efficient
Children 10 cts. County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Admission 20 cts.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th day of their action.
of 100
bottle
Price
cents
35
per
Club Tickets,
March, A. D. 1902, the said Elliott Klch
|-λ
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
DUC»
Four Admissions, )
of
at the
Put up and sold
first meeting of his creditors will be held at the
Court House, In South Paris, on the Mb day of
Tor sale bv member· of Organisation In
A. I>. 1902, at 10o'clock In the forenoon,
April,
advance only.
at whlcb time the said creditors may attend,
Commence· at 8 o'clock.
tbelr claims, appoint a trustee, examine
Doors open at 7 JO.
ιβ bankrupt and transact such other business
Electric Car to South Parla after show.
■outb Parle, Μ»1ηΰ.
aa may properly come before said meeting.
South Pails, Mar. 11.1902.
at 2s 30.
Show
Matinee and

3-HOURS OF AMUSEMENT-3

pills

easily

j

only

F.

Brove

Biby

Saturday

M. HENRY WALSH, Manager,

j

[

$289.787 90
all

HAY

of
Auspices ot
Women's Relief Corps.

I

Ladies' Suits !

»\360 00
58,000 00
784,13Î 2H
8.373 35

I have for rale 22 tons of No. 1 llajr at Hip
place known as the A. G. Pearson farm in Buck·

March 24 to 29,

l.

the most effective, and
J Artistic Wall Papers
that can be used.
decorations
expensive

of Salem, Mass.

$917,384 II
Agent,
Pryeburg, Me.

WEEK,

one

are

these papers.

Total liabilities and surplus
A. P. LEWIS,

NORWAY,

ONE

over

chase.

for but

paper

whole house, be sure and
samples before you pur-

Dealer in Pictures, Picture Frames, Music and Musical Merchandise,
Frames made to order from the largest and
Pianos and Organs.
handsomest line of Mouldings ever shown here.

Admitted assets,

HEALTH.

If you wish

room or a
see these

Also all

#917,3*4 11
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1801.
-♦ 4,-.'47 70
The Board of Health of Paris will furnish free Net unpaid lo«ses
241.918 21
vaccination during the month of March. Dr. Unearned Premium·,..
3,821 M
Woodbury will vaccinate at South Paris and Dr. All other liabilities
Packard at West Paria.
Per Order PARIS BOARD OF

anywhere else.

Courses of study are arranged to meet
the needs of those preparing for advanced
work as well as for those desiring a liberal education. A thorough preparation
for teaching in our common schools may
be acquired here.
For catalogue or further particulars

Gross asset*,
Deduct Items not admitted

These patterns are the finest productions of American and foreign
artists, and are handsomer and of
Ix-tk-r value than can be purchased

I»

Books sold at cost.

—.

exclusive

WALL· PAPERS

Bxponsce
Tuition, 87.00.
Board and lodging in Alumni House,
•?2..r)0 per week.

*

tliat he lias the

anil can show samples of over 600
patterns of these new prize papers at

weeks, closing

...

Tiltplionr 1IO-A,

PRIZE

Term cpens
Tuesday, April 1, 1902.

The term lasts twelve
June IT.

li

to announce

ALFRED PEATS & CO.

Spring

Real Relate

FREE VACCINATION.

show you

«m

Santa Barbara He'iotrrpe,
Cil fornia Lilac,

all New England to work for us Moi tgage Loans,
Stock* a· il Bonds,
Steady job, pay Osh
selling nursery stock
lo oBloe ami I'.anks
weekly, experience not necessary, exclu- Interest ard lient*.
sive territory, outfit free. Apply at once. Uncollected Premiums,

HOMER N. CHASE & CO. Auburn, Me.

us

Noyes Company,

H.

F.

SOUTH PARIS.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1 01.

over

Let

Overcoat.

Spring

ours.

Pa'o Alh Pink,

Company

MEN WANTED

a

CLOTHING.

Our CHILDREN'S SUITS are worthy your attention.
Come in any clay—just to look—needn't buy a thing.

WILLARD, Principil,

Clouds the happiness of the home,
but a nagging woman often needs help.
She may be so nervous and run-down in
If she is
health that trifles annoy her.
melancholy, excitable, troubled with
loss of appetite, headache, sleeplessness,
constipation or fainting and dizzy
spelle, she needs Electric Bitters, the
most
wonderful remedy for ailing
Thousands of sufferers from
women.
female troubles, nervous troubles, backache and weak kidneys have used it, and
become healthy and happy. Try it. Only
50c. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co., South Parie;

BRAND

VITALS

the KIRSHBAUM
Finest Garments made.

sell

We

Margaret Element, Warren
Manchester.
College.
McKlnley's Funeral Addre-s.
Will be at ELM HOUSE. NORWAY, April address,
Sherborne B. Kalloch, Warren.
Ilrler Rose,
Boyesen. I 22-23; at Bridgton, April 24-25.
Delia E. Bearce, Hebron.
CHAS.G
Music,
Quartette
NOTICE.
Fryeburg, Maine.
Judge1·. Clarion K. Brooke, South Ρλγ1·«, Percv
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
M. Andrews, Meet Sumner, Mrs. M. N. has been duly appointed administrator of
Rawson, Cambrldgeport, Mass.
of the estate of
FOR SALE.
CYRUS M. WORM ELL, late of Bethel.
First prize for ladies was awarded to
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
fine pen White Wyandottee,
from
EgRs
Myra S. Kalloch, second to Margaret bonds a· the law directs. All persons having
cents per 18.
Clement. First prize for gentlemen to I demands against the estate of said deceased 50
P. E. WHEELER,
Walter S. Sessions, second to John C. are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
8 Porter St., South Paris.
Senior.
no τ ment Immediately.
March 18th, 1902 JOHN M. PHILBROOK.
Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance
THF VICE OF NAGGING
—

IN.

STOCK JUST

SPRING

winhc*
sale of

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
Distil :t of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
In iho matter of
JOHN A. POKTKR,
} In Bankruptcy,
of Kumford, Β nkrupt.
)
To the creditors of John A. Porter, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on t ie 22nd day of
Mar., A. D. 1902, (he said John A. Porter was
duly a'ljudlcated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of hi* creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 12th dav of April,
A. D. 1902, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at wh'ch
time the «aid creditor* may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, and transact such other
bu loess as may properly come before «aid meet·

J

STORE8

BLUE
NEW

In the Plstrlct Court of the Uiiltcl State- '..r
th" District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy
LEWIS I.. I) EN IS If,
of llumfonl, Bankrupt. )
I.. l>ci,l-ii,
Lewi*
of
To the crcMltorn
In the County of Oxfopl an«l illstrlct aforesstl·!
on
the
that
13th'lay .if
Notice I* hereby given
the sahl Lewi* I.. I)e»i-li
1
March, A. I»·
tl.·· ι.
that
1
ami
I
1
bankrupt,
wat
uIy adjudicate·
·
irt
; meeting of hit creditor wll! Lieh-M at tin
>f
on the !>th «lay
South
l'arlt,
In
House,
In
the
foreinur,
April, A. I). 1902, at 10 o'clock
at which time the *aM creditors may alien
a
trustee ai
prove their claim», appoint
trail-«art such other iiutine»* ait may proper
said
meeting.
l> coine before
.South Parle, March 13th, 1902.
GEO. Λ. WILSON,
Hefcrce In Bankrupt·

IvOS,

ALL.

TO

meeting.
South Paris, Mar. 24th, 1902.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

HEBRON PRIZe SPEAKING.
The annual prize speaking at Hebron
Academy was held Friday evening with
the following programme:

Λθί'·>··«/""Sfetii' -·»
Sever l'ail» to Beatore Ο ray
♦■"ί,,ν
.yA Ilair to ita Youthful Color.
Îj1<>Îa.
7Τύ Cur«« «'•aip diiea»*· It hair (a-.j·./.
JNVi ·.; Ψ
i'JC,aiHl|l.ijJjt Dnigiata
Λη&Α?
NOTICE.

Iioum?·
Wc are «Icelroue of placing our new
liol ι aitlcle In every home. Opportunity to
for
of
any.
free
charge
Ketone absolutely
Γιο<Ιν who < ut< out thin ail. ami return» It to
ue with the name of thl* paper.

Mariposa Lily,

Help wanted by the season at KingleSatisfactory
side Farm, South Paris.
references required.
Apply to or address
S. M. KING, So. Paris, Me.

PARKER'S
lîAIR BALSAM

AJClta·,·! and btaatlfiai tht hair.
43 l'romoic· » laxu/iant growt!'.

Limited

worms.

Oxford;

Help Wanted.

(

Dorchester, Mass.

Established 1780

fresh, new^

Paris,

six years

Horse,

W. J. WHEELFJS.

Europe and America.

Ernest P, Parlin
f-'outh

lust

I am selling all this stock at prices
that will be satisfactory to the purchaser.

Rieger's Perfumes ar.d we want you to
come and see them.
There is nothing quite so
appropriate for Easter remembrances to your very
dear friends as a bit of choice
perfumery from California,
where the flowers grow.

directed and a quick recovery is sure to folThat remedy counteracts any
low.
tendency of the grip to result in pneumonia, which is really the only serious
danger. Among the tens of thousands
who have used it for the grip, not one
case has ever been reported that did not
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E.
recover.

1110 auncuic.

Harriet B. Mathews,
Vocal Solo,
The Honor of the Woods,
Wa'trS Sessions,
Virginia of Virginia,

We've just received

John Quincy

quietly at nome
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy

M ru. Eliza Pingree is at her brother's,
W. K. Bennett's.
The Hinging of birds sounds as though
spring had come to stay.

Invocation.
Rena Mariton
Vu al Solo,
American DesUnv In the Philippines, Beverldge
Albert W. Austin, Buckfleld.
McDonald.
The Gypey Flower Girl,
Geneva May Teagtie, Madison.
Anon
The Unknown 8peaker,
Merton Ko we, Mlnot.
Oulda.
The Daughter of France,
Pamelli M. Saundcra, Hebron.
Gertrude Brown
Piano Solo,
Richardson
The Tramp's Story,
John C. Senior, Sanford.
Anon.
Olln'e Sacrifice,
Myra S Kalloch, Warren.
Volunteer 8ofdlera of the Union Army,

cure

owned.

ever

One pair two year old
Kfeer«, lliree Iwo.yearold heifer*, and one cou.

'California

HOW TO CURE THE GRIP.

w S''*'·■· "IL! S
J. W. Clark, Ε. II. Brooke and G. W.
Brooks were called to Vermont the first
of the week by the illness of Mrs. Ruic
(Brooks) Holmes.
H. G. Bennett is on the sick list.
Wm. Lamb of Rangeley has been ovei
on a visit to his daughter, Mrs. G. W.
Brooks, his youngest daughter.
Miss Lubeil, who had been spending
the winter here, returned home with
him.
E. S. Bennett is scaling for Ε. H.
uuiiu^

A certain

healthy.

I

team

live
well
;<·.<!

One Mare weighing 1000 Ihs.
A good mare for a farmer for a
This is a very nice
brood mare.
mare to keep, but got cut so she
could not be sold.

)PERFVMES,
fronj

Jackson arc
take aback
of Hope is

Remain

Portland proved successful.
Col. J. F. Twitchell is making exten-

sive changes and repairs at his residence,
Mr. Daniel Boynton of Brownfield i«
visiting his son, Leroy Boynton.
Samuel W. demons has a vacation ol
ten days from Bridgton Academy.
Hon. Oliver Allen remains very feeble.

One pair B»v ll»r»e«.
and six years old this sprir.g.
matrd, will weigh 3000 Ihs.
This is the
are a nice team.

One Brown
old.

S-TEUt

Parlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Drug Store, Norway.
follows: Noyes

H

uii'wao

strong and

nice
years

pnir Hor»c«. Clte«iiut
»ll«l Brown, weighing 30C0
lbs five and eight years old, good
workers, sound and kind.

the last legislature, to which the spring Sold by all druggist*, 25c. Sample Free. AdΝ. V.
fashion gracefully adapts itself, birds dress, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
will not be seen on the Maine Easter
Are Yon I'alng Allen'· Foot-Ease!
bonnet this year.
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
Bunions, Pa'nful,
powder. It cures Corns,
DANGER OF COLDS AND
Smarting, Hot, Swollen feet. At all Druggists
25c.
bhoe
and
Stores,
LA GRIPPE.
The greatest danger from colds and la
grippe is their resulting in pneumonia.
If reasonable care is used, however, and
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy taken, all
danger will be avoided. Among the tens
of thousands who have used this remedy
for these diseases, we have yet to learn
of a single case having resulted in pneumonia, which shows conclusively that it
is a certain preventive of that dangerous
malady. It will cure a cold or an attack
of la grippe in less timo than any other
treatment. It is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P.

Abble Woclbury.
No. tour—
Centre -Mis» H. Ella Charles.
North Lovell— Ml«s Blanche Adams.
Slab City—Miss Tina Hutters.
West Lovell— Miss Emma McAllister.

Quenn,

passed

eight and nine
weigh 2S00 lbs

One

can

rigorous

as

old, will

QUICKLY

I. B. McAllister is on the sick list.
Fred Keniston has finished his work
on tbe Batchelder lot for the winter. He
has drawn 960,000 of pine with one pair
of horses, and three men to chop and
This is the largest winter's
help load.
work we have ever known to be done
with one pair of horses.
Probably the
lot is now about half cleared.
The mille about town are rushing with
a full force of men.
The logs in Eeazar River are down to
the boom at the village pond. They are
driven by MoseK Smart.
Β. E. Brown and wife were up from
Portland for a couple of days on account
of his having a lame hand.
Miss Al bertha Andrewe has been at
home from South Paris for the spring
vacation of the high school.
The chicken pox has made its appearance at the village.

Schools have been assigned
Lillian Mason.
Village—Mrs.
Ml»»

workers,

best

Waldo Countle*, and dlscu Mon
S 00. The Hen Davis and what It stands for,
by Prof. F. A. Wau*h. Horticulturist of Vermont Affrlooltural College. Rurllngton, Vt
Evening. Talk on Spravlnir, by Mr Cbas *
Pope. Il'ustrated lec ure by Prof F. A. Waugh.
The exhibition of fruits and flowers is
open to all competitors, subject to the
AH are invited to
rules of the Society.
bring fruits and flowers and compete for
the Society's premiums.
Copies of the
premium list may be had of Mr. V. P.
DeCoster, Buckliold, or the Secretary.
The fruits and flowers must be all in
place and properly entered on or before
11 o'clock.
Arrangements have been made for enHOW'S THIS!
tertainment at Hotel Long for $1.50 per
We offer One Hundred Dullard Reward fornny
day, and tickets will be sold over the P.
Hall's
and R. F. Railroad 27th and 28th, good case of Catarrh that cannot bo cured by
to return on 20th, for one fare the round Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY * CO Props., Toledo, O.
trip.
Wc the undersized, hsvc known F. J Chehim perCURED.
LA GRIPPE
ney for the last 15 years, and believe
an
"In the winter of 1898 and 1809 I was foctly honorable In all business transactions
made
taken down with a severe attack of what Una oclally able to carry out any obligations
is called La Grippe," says F. L. Hewett, by their firm.
Wholesale Druirglsts, Toledo, O.
a prominent druggist of Wintield, 111. West Λ Tkuax,
Walding, Rinnan A Makvin, Wholesale
"The only medicine I used was two botDruggists, Toledo, O.
tles of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
Hull's Cat irrh Cure is taken Internally, actlnir
and mucous surface* of
broke up the cold and stopped the directly upon the blood
all
they svstcm. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by
coughing like magic, and I have never Druggists. Teetlmun'als free.
best
the
with Grippe."
since been troubled
Hall's Family Pills arc

juror.

pair Buy Hornr*,

One

BREAKFAST

Bronchitis
Consumption.
arations is use for these ailments. For
tion.
E. P. Parlin,
&
eale
Shurtleff
To Mother· In This Toivn.
Co.,
by
Mrs. P. B. Walker has been in PortSouth Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
Children who are dellcatc, feverish and cross
land a few days, returning Friday with
will get Immediate relief from Mother Cray's
Store,
Norway.
Drug
from
home
as
he
came
husband
her
sweet Powders for Children. They cleanse the
on the liver, making a t-Ickly child
court, where he has been serving as
law
Thanks to tne
by stomach, act

Baptist

gueat of

Society

Nezinecot Hall, Buckfield, Friday, March

Chapman came
Fryeburg Academy for the 10-day
Jessie A.

lately gave
put
Millions know that
woman lockjaw.
church on Saturday forenoon.
the best thing to pot on a cot is Bucklen's Arnica Salve, the infallible healer
NORTH 8UCKFIELD.
of Wounds, Ulcers, Sores, Skin ErupMert Warren has started out sawing
tions, Burns, Scalds and Piles. It cures
wood for people with his gasoline engine or no pay. Only 25c at' Shurtleff A Co.,
for power.
South Paris; Noyes Drag Store, NorJames Richards ie about moving to
way, drug stores.
Funeral

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

■

Chamberlain's Cougli Remedy
Homeliest ITfan in Paris
always be depended upon to break up a The
and others are Insevere cold and ward off any threatened As wallas the handsomest,
vited to call on any druggist and (ret free κ trial
attack of pneumonia. It is pleasant to Itottle of Kemp's
Balsam for tho Throat and
which makes it the most de- Lung*, a remedy that Is guaranteed to cure and
home from take, too,
Coughs, Asthma,
and one of the most popular prep- relieve all Chrtinlc and Acute Price
vaca- sirable
'.J5c. and 50c.
and

hopeless sufferers from Consumption,
ness.
Pneumonia, Bronchitis, owe their lives
Died, atWest Sumner, on March 20, and
It conquers Grip,
health to it.
Gustavus H. Ryerson, aged 58 years.
little ones from Croup and
saves
Mr. Ryerson has been an invalid for
and is positively guarseveral years, and was an old soldier, Whooping Cough,
anteed for all Throat and Lung Troubles.
much esteemed.
He served in Co. F,
bottles free at ShurtHe was a member 50c. $1.00. Trial
0th Maine Infantry.
& Co., South Par s; Noyes Drug
of the Odd Fellows Lodge at Norway, leff
also had been for years a comrade in Store, Norway.
Barrows Post, G. A. R., West Sumner.
LOCKJAW FROM COBWEBS.
A worthy friend and brother, be will be
a
on a cut
Cobwebs
missed.

SPRING FERTIl IZER BULLETIN.
POMOLOQICAL SOCIETY
«·
The spring meeting of the Maine State
AGRICUI.TUIJAI.
MAINE
BT
ISSUED
be
held
in
will
Pomological

GEO. A. WILSON.

Referee la

Bankruptcy.

A.

pills.
Pharmacy

SHURTLEFF &

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

in

CO.,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Democrat.

(Oxford

The

SOUTH PA HIS.
SOUTH
S »υ

ΡΑΚΙ»

A·

M.

oKANU

TBI'S*

Mi ίΛΟ

Α.

M.

tC

RAILWAY.

LKAVK

i.oln.· U>wu-«i 03
:e.l .y 3U
M..
η* up—10 DO A.

SOU t H

a. M.,
4 4» r

("inly. Sun.lay· la
*

*,.3:3» F. M.. SUOP. M·,
Sundays Inrlu'letl). Sun.lay only, »:1«

...

A.

cmncn·.
Rev. W. B.
K«r* CoaiKfUloMl Church.
t) !>., past -r. I'reaching ter»lcea, 10:43
·,.
m. >irl 7:<*> κ. *.; Suo'lay School 12 *.; Y.
»
Church prayer meeting on
C Κ ato f·
1
r
iv evenln* at 7 30 o'clock.
Λ11, not other
r.mxtfl, are cordially lnvlte'1.
«
Mttii.xlutChuich, Rev. A. W 1'ottle. Pastor.
ii lay. morutng prayer œvrtlng. b»^·· a.
·ν:ι
,tng service 10 45 a.m.; Sabbath School
a
Kpwortl· league Meeting, 6:15 P. M. ;
ρ raver meeting TP.*; prayer meeting
evening; elaee met ting. Friday evening,
i-.tpf-t Church. Kev. T.J. lUinedell. Pastor.
u
.»>·, preaching service 10 40 a. *.; Sabii,<ol 1·.*
ρ raver meeting "DO p. a.;
»

meeting Tuesday evening.

J. Huntings Bean
;.,\s last week in Mason.
M:,.

spent

a

College

l>\

x

Charles D. Brown and wife of Salem.

hatchery for a few days.
Oagood of Biddeford is the
daughter, Mrs. F. A. Pin-

Auburn

Mrs. Ν. B.
guest of her
gree.

Principal W. W. Andrews of the
Butter School, Portland, was in town

Saturday.

Miss Eliza Buttertield of Paris Hill
has been visiting at A. H. Doble's during
the past week.
Miss Carrie Hubbard
from I.oveil, where she
several weeks.

has returned
has been for

Advertised letter in South Paris post
office March 24:
Mr. Frank Lavulley.

Bouuey came from Vermont hist ing most pleasantly:
Cor» Brtgga,
Saturday, where he has beeu for some Plnno duet
II. K.

tiiue past

few

on

Reading,

business.

■♦οίο
Duet

Miss Susie L. Rounds is at home from

her teaching at Leavitt Institute, Turner, -oto
He.-Union

Percy Hathaway

(

G. Γ. l^ratt ha- received a-ι inof pension to $12.·*) per mon'h.

Mass.. spent Sunday at Alva Shurtleffs.
Mrs. C. W. Rowker aud Muriel are at

the

ΡΑΚΙ*

is at borne from
for the vacation.

for two weeks' vacation.

So ο
Duet
Piano

Mrs. Seldtn of Portland was with her
mother and brother. Mrs. James Curtis
and Carroll G. Curtis, over Suuday.

Master »-uv Culbert of Madison is
his aùut, Mrs. J. P. Richardson.

^

I.ilia Stearns of Bethel has been
hut; a few days with relatives here.

Thursday

anniversary of Abou Ben Adheiu
I. O. O. F."

Walter L. Bonney returned Fri\;:
,.m ,t visit of a few days with relait West Minot.
,(·»
»

\;

M
s

Lodge,

Roy

Porter has been engaged in W. A.
>usie M. Wheeler h;ts returned Porter's store a few days, while the prol;<>>ton, where she has been study- prietor was taking things ea*y for a short
time for the benefit of his health.
isic for several weeks.

After the lodge session next Fridayl.ulie Merrill of Auburn has been
at L. M. Tufts' for two weeks. evening, Mt. Pleasant Rebckah Lodge
will have a hammer and needle social.
irned home Saturday.
All lodge members are iuvited to be
i\t..n K. Brooksand wife were at
present.
where Mr. Brooks
η

Friday night,
,.f the judges in

Bessie Mason, who was taken sick at
>
Λ
prize speakSouth Paris while attending high school,
She is the
was taken home March 21st.
;t eighty members of Mt. Pleasant
daughter of Will Mason, who lives bek ill Lodge went to West Paris
Paris
Hill.
yond
iv evening to visit Onward Lodge,
The Easter concert which was to have
report a very pleasant evening
been held at the Methodist church next
there.
Sunday evening is j»ostponed on account
ο
»adie Dunn of Bucktield sends of the
service until the evenι, mo. rat a tench of Mayflower»
ing of Suuday, April 13.
i out-doors on the 1-th of March.
Mrs. I)r. N. C. Marshall of Athol,
ire not large or showy, but they
Mass., who is visiting in Norway, called
it butus. and in full blooui.
Dr. Marshall
on friends here last week.
Β Wight of Xewry was at South was in the
practice of dentistry here for a
Mr. Wight says that few
Tuesday.
with
Davis.
Dr.
years
·,- ,»11 the time he has lived on Bear
Miss Jessie C. Tolraan is visitiug her
"this is the tisrt year he has seen
mail come out through Grafton brother, Deau J. Tolman, at Biddeford
this week, and by special engagement
ν
η wheels in March.
will siug in the Easter services in the
was
of
Boston,
irks K. Elder, Esq.,
Baptist church in that city uext Sunday,
λ n the tirst of last week, and while
Professor W. S. Wight of Bethel, the
the
Burnell
Misses
the
of
:·
bought
Main Street at the brow of well-known singing teacher, is in town.
on
^ Hill, now
occupied by Charles A. He will conduct a -singing school here
His mother, Mrs. Hoxanna iluring the present week, which will
„■>·.
dose with a concert Monday evening,
l· liiT, will occupy it.
March 31st.
Kr.d N.Wright and wife are preparAt wood Ames, father of Albert Ames,
which
farm,
move on to the Hardy
s
Saturday night at his
Wright bought last fall. J. J· lied very suddenly
N
il and family will also move on to son's home in this place, at the age of 83
^ears.
The remains were takeu Monday
trm and occupy the older of the
houses which stand there, aud Mr. morning to East Sumner, where the
funeral and burial will be.
M. rill will work for Mr. Wright.
the

"evangelistic

Messrs. Taylor ami Hatch, the evangelists, have held services at the Methodist
L-hurch every afternoon aud evening, beginning Tuesday, with a good attendance
ind a good iute'rest. Sunday afternoon
they held a special service for men.
They will contiuue here during the preset week, holdiug their services iu the
Baptist church, every afternoon at 2:10
ind every eveniug at 7 :·»0, after Monday.

ll.imlin Lodge, K. of P.. will observe
lI:,·*' night" Friday evening, April 4,
Members of the order
Κ of P. Hall.
.. e
requested to be present. Ladies in
not
ι ,· P. S. whose husbands
^ΙΙΙΛ

r\:

::

>

ill

Λίν

along.

curuiaiij

are^

v».^K

Light refreshment will be

M-rved. and a social time

enjoyed.

lavtou A. Churchill ha* bought the
of Henry M. Tuell in what is
known as Tuell Town in the north part
: Paris.
Mr. Tuell will dispose of his
n·
k. tools and furniture at auction
A
A. u.
\\ dnesday »f this week, at
■al list of the articles to be sold is
.-H in his advertisement elsewhere.
(

: inn

Makch Term, 1902.
COl'RT OFFICERS.

Justice Pre.idine.
Henry C. Peabody,
Charles F. Whitman,
£
J A Hayden,
Stenographer.
County Attorney.
Ellery C. Park,
James R. Tucker,
Η. E. Hammond,
Deputy as Crier.
W. A. Barrows,
Messenger.

^erl®·

The second week of the term of court
did n«t prove a particularly busy one.
The case assigned for Monday could η
sickness of wme
be tried, owing to
of the parties concerned. The civil cases
assigned for subsequent days were ιsettled
the parties or otherwise disposed
of with one exception, the case of Η. E·
Bos worth vs. W. P. Mitchell and logs.
This was assigned for
order that the jury might not be held
for this one case, the parties agreed to

,^rula.y'K^Ui11

C<

Monday^nd

Tuesday were tievotod to
short sessions, with a few minor matters
of business, an occasional divorce hear
ing, and several criminal matters dis-

^°Frank'Walsh,

Virginia Sargent.

"ara Hooker.
Mettle Fre· ch.
Mr». Kimball and Mre. Smiley.
Mrs H. E. Wilson.
Ruth Cummlngs.
Mrs. Β. Κ. Ursdbury.
.Mr». Kimball and Mrs. Sm ley.
Mre Brtggs ami Mies Sargent

<tuet,
At the annual meeting of the Norway
Saviugs Bank corporation Monday evening the following trustees were elected :
Frank 11. Noyés, Chas. L. Hathaway,
Chas. F. Ridlon. Alfred S. Kimball, Geo.
E. Tubbs, Fred W. Sanborn and Albert !
F. Andrews. The trustees elected the |

\l.xs

Next Sunday Kev. Miss Angell of Norway will preach tor the Universalists at
M >- Mabel G. Hathaway is at home the usual hour, 2:30 P. u.. in the hall.
i^uiucy. Mass., for the Easter vacaFlossie Starbird celebrated her 17th
tion.
birthday March 21st, by entertaining a
\| ■, Elizabeth Edgerley of Portland number of young frieuds iu the evening.
ust at W. H. Blake's a few days
».i«. a
A. E. Morse will read at Auburn
i.isl week.
evening for the twenty-seventh

SUPREME JUOICIAL COURT.

An abundance of rain.
Court having completed its work the
wicked are at rest for a time.
Chester Flint has sold his spring
water business to Thaxter D. Doughty
Mr.
of Young's Hill, Greenwood.
Doughty takes possession on Monday.
Mrs. V. W. Hills returned from her
New York and Boston trip Wednesday
afternoon.
H. F. Andrews has gone to Iowa for
He left Tuesday and will
more horses.
be gone for a week or ten days this time.
The annual sale of the Universalist
society was held at Concert Hall Tuesday afternoon and evening with the most
successful financial results. The various
booths were most prettily decorated in
red, white and blue. The remembrance
table, in the centre of the hall, attracted
much attention. On this were contributions from absent ones. Mrs. F. A.
Danforth, Stella B. Prince, Mrs. Geo.
Horr and Mrs. Mary Cole constituted
The followiug
the general committee.
program was rendered during the even-

Capl.

Commencing Novembers, 1SI>1,
DRAINS

NORWAY.

April?

H. D. McAlister and family of Lewieton visited relatives her»· Sunday.
crease

POST OFFICE.

HoU*» 6 00 to Τ Λ0

r.

Is this March, or

following:

A. S Kimball. Pre-lde t
F W. ^.inborn, Vice President.
U E. Tubb\ Secretary an·! Treasurer.

for an assault committed during a riotous assembly, paid a
aod costs υί rn Τ .er. w.
M
an indictment against
Walsh Peter
Dailey and Paul Dailey, jointly, fo
riotous assembly. This was nol prossed
as to the Daileys.
Arthur G. Reed of Rumford tails, in
dieted for common nuisance, paid a fine
of «73 and costs taxed at $2 >.
The complaint was quashed in tUe
case of State vs. Fred Russell for search
and seizure, appealed from the Rumford
Falls Municipal Court.
In the case of State vs. Clinton Poland
for larceuy, appealed from the
Municipal Court, a nol pros was enteredFrank Hemming of Rumford Falls
who had appealed from the R"""fo
Falls Municipal Court on a case for
single sale, retracted and pleaded guilty.
He was given a sentence of thirty days

|

"""The

mendidhavisix

<jur°ey

auction nt the

an

the

(Tuell Town),

farm,

Maine,

Noith

Paris,

Wednesday, March 26,1902,
AT Ο

O'CLOCK A M.

I shall dispose of my Stock, Farming Tools and Household Goods.

Stock consists of 3

_

garden

Wall

1

cows,

THURSDAY, MARCH 27,

Thoroughbred Jersey Bull,
I shall sell the fallowing personal property:
and 19 sheep.
3 fancy tirade
one year old, 1 Bull Calf, 3 Thoroughbred Cows, 1 two-year-old,
2 Thoroughbred
Cows. (Most of these cows have fancy butter records.)
Jersey
Farming tools:—! mowing ma- Chester White Brood Sows ("with pig), 2 Chester Boars, a nice lot of Hens.Ohio1
jack, 1 No. 11
chine, ι horse rake, 1 cut-away Whitman one-horse-power, in good order, 1 horse-power1 «-ft.
Deering mower
harrow (nearly new), 2 wagons, 1 ensilage cutter and 15 ft. carrier, 2 American harrows,
Ο. K. Swivel plows, 1 spring-tooth harrow, 1
other (nearly new), 1 Yankee horse rake, 2
1
ι sleigh,
harness,
1
pung,
pung, several tons
two-horse wagon, 1 set two-horse sleds, ] hay rack, 1 sleigh,
articles too numerous to mention.
of nice hay, 1 set double harnesses, 2 single harnesses, 1 cream wagon, 1 phaeton,
assort1 Sharpie's tubular separator ("<00 lbs. capacity). 1 cream tank, and a large
room
1
with
cook

goods :—ι range
lounge, 1 cottage bedstead,
spring, chairs, dishes, etc.

Household

tank,

ι

bed

ι

Terms cash.

1

stove,
dining
Also 1 dining table, 1
ment of small farming tools.
dishes and
stove, 1 parlor stove, 2 chamber stoves, I feather bed, bedsteads,
of articles usually sold at an auction.
Plenty of room under cover if weather is cold. TERMS CASH.

HENRY M. TUELL.
A. D. Park, Auctioneer.

now

in

our

Carpet

interest to

see

Spring

Summer

get it of

wear,

sible house and pay

fair

a

price for

cut and finished ; it is of the

j

terial, and sold
lowest

trealment-o_1.eev

price

showing

j

the

to

that is

magnificent

a

Spring

and have the best

j

j

We

COLORS,

WtTEK

AQUARELLE^,

PLATINE

MEDALLION'S

PHOTOS.

Blue Prints

cloth and made up in Sofa Pillows,

on

Glove Cases, Cushions, Ac.
Supplio·,
Amateur

Libby,

Norway, Maine.

-

FOR EASTER

it.

You will neeil

a new

other article from

ma-

at

the

wear we

We

are

Λ11 the

stock of

make

new

a

our

tie, shirt, collars

furnishing stock.

magnificent showing

colors in

Suits

If it's

suit in the

your

a

All

In neck-

this

spring.

Styles

in Hows.

shirt, you will lind

choosing.

some

Imperials,

proper tie is here at 25 cents

Every

or

Four-in-hands,

Club and Batwings and many

way below its real value.
are

Storo,

NORWAY, MAINE.

WOOD,

This suit is all wool and the

marktt.

price

best

wearer

$5.00

low.

prices

ma-

properly

possible.

buy.

respon-

a

Our clothing is well made,

j

and my

before you

91 MAIN STREET,

for

w:uiι a

or

large

prices

Til© TuclLor Harness

Miss

If you

JSsZttSbXS&bBAt

line is

BURNT

Bolster &. Co.,

|

my line and get my

them.

South Paris, Maine.

j

see

It is for your

line of Harness.

Spring

I have just got in my

JAMES N. FAVOR, Prop.,

Prices very reasonable.

Dayton

N.

Call and

Room.

HARNESS!

HARNESS!
My

Carpets

of

lot

ALBERT D. PARK, South Paris, Auctioneer.

OUR COMPLETE FULL

Spring Stock

a

TUCKER.

M.

HERBERT

New Patterns, Correct Styles and
Never so Low in Price.

Arc

AC.,

A.

O'clock.

ΙΟ

ΔΛ

heifer

and Borders!

Paper

AT MY FARM ON THE BUCKFIELD ROAD,
THREE MILES FROM SOUTH PARIS,

Henry Tuell

5000 Rolls New

The reports of the officers show the bank
to be in a most prosperous condition.
D. Cromett Clark, formerly of the
Advertiser office, has gone from the Bos- :
ton to the New York office of the Press
Clipping Bureau to work.
complaint against George R.
Frank Murdock and Irving Frost have I
"f
and Kenneth C.
returned from Bends where they have Stephenson
for having deer illegally in po.
t>een at work for C. B. Cummings & Norway,
It appeared ivere granted.
was nol prossed.
Sons during the last few weeks. Mr. session,
to the county attorney that although the
Frost will return to Bends about the]
LIFE GUARDS.
deer at the time the
rirst of May to work for the firm.
Bassett
The Life Guards are two regiments of
complaint, and Game
(
Capt. J. Waldo Nash and Ralph I. was
justified in making the seizure, still. :avalry forming part of the British
rrask have returned from the Boston ]
two of them belonged in fact to one I
-, lousehold troops. They are gallant solSportsmen's Show.
who accompanied them from the liers, and every loyal British heart is
Frauk Cotton has moved to Sanford nett,
lake region, and that these deer we re | jroud of them.
Not only the King's
«•here he has work.
left with Stephenson and Gurney only lousehold, but yours, ours, everybody's
Collector Geo. A. Cole wore the green j
and
for
convenience
and
The need
life
ihould have its
temporarily
guards.
>n Monday, St. Patrick's Day.
that the parties were all acting
k
>f them is
especially great wlicn the
On Saturday, April 5, the teachers'
greatest foes of life, diseases, find allies
held for Norway | faith.
( :xamination will be
η the very elements, as colds, intluenza,
eachers at the academy.
DIVORCES.
:atarrh, the grippe and pneumonia do
Geo. W. Chaaey has returned from
The following divorcee were decreed, η the stormy month of March. The best
lioston where he has been with Capt. J. I
additional to those reported last week
vay that we know of to guard against
iValdo Nash at the sportsmen's show for
Frederick A. Brooke. libelant, vs. Aimed* B.
hese diseases is to strengthen the sysseveral weeks. He reports a big time.
Brooks Cruel ami abusive treatment. Custody em
with Hood's Sarsaparilla— the
J. A. Walker, for some time past with >f minor child to mother.
It removes
greatest of all life guards.
rV. C. Leavitt, has accepted a position
Swasey.
he conditions in which these diseases
vith Williams ά Co., Portland.
Klvle L. Taylor, libelant, ve John James Taynake their most successful attack, gives
Rt. Ex. W. N. Howe of Portland made ] lor. < ruel anil abusive treatment.
( Oxford Chapter, No. 29, an official visit.
'igor and tone to all the vit»! organs and
unctions, and imparts a genial warmth
Vmong the visitors were C.D. Waters |
Remember the weaker the
ο the blood.
Williams of
( >f St. Johnsbury, Vt., E.
oxlcatlon.
ystcm the greater the exposure to
] ioston, and a delegation of the follow-1
Davis.
Hood's Sarsaparilla makes the
lisease.
j ng from Portland: H. Winslow, C. M.
Addle M Jordan. libelant, vs. Herbert
ystein strong.
1 „ang, Jr., F. B. Fish, F. R. Ridlon, Esq., lan Cruel an 1 abusive treatment. Custody of
A banquet was served. nlnor children to mother.
; ind M. F. Hicks.
Swasey.
The Christian Endeavor Society will
DIZZY SPELLS CURED.
Funlre H
1 lave charge of the circle supper at the
French, libelant, vs. David A.
W. H. McDonald of East Sebago, says:
■>en?h Cruel and ubuetve treatment and gross
< Congregational church Tuesday evening,
und confl rm wl habits of Intoxication
'Besides Rheumatism, which your 'L.
Custody
Baked beans and salads will >f daughter to mother, two sons to father.
larch 25.
\' Atwood Bitters benefitted so much
After the supper the follow-1
>e served.
Dyer.
had severe dizzy spells so that I could
I
j ng program will be in order:
Λ.
Rue·,
vs.
Fred
libelant
Russell,
lsaphlne
iardly stand up at times. One bottle of
^ 'tano duet,
Gladys Keen and Lottie Koveioy. *11. Cruel and abusive
lie True 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters cured
»
Sara Booker,
Blebec A Parker.
Swasey.
| leading,
|
*
I have not had one of these spells
Thomae Smiley,
ne.
iolo,
S.
Clara Hcngle. libelant, τβ. Kdwanl
Hcngle.
Maude Pike,
statement before
sworn
ol,.,
A
ince."
Desertion.
Helen Holmes and Edith Parker,
•tauo duet,
I1 Lorenzo Norton, Justice of Peace.
Η. H. Hastings.
Mrs.
Bradbury,
olo,
Frauk Pike,
Ancle Simpson, libelant, vs. Samuel S. P.
olo,
, 'honograph,
Engene Russell. ilmpeon. Cruel and abusive treatment.
BORN.
Swasey.
Mrs. Almira Fosterwill goto Oakland,
( alifornia, with her daughter. Dr. WinWillis E. Kicker, libelant, vs. Ora Frances
In (Jrccnwoo 1. March 15, to the wife of Elton
Dr. ticker. Adultery.
^ if red Foster, in the near future.
ι. Dunham, a daughter.
Stearns.
j "oster has accepted a position as resident
In Sweden, Mar. 12, to the wife of Llndon
ΙτγΙΙΙ. a daughter—Fannie Elizabeth.
Eugene Hamm, libelant, vs. Sadie B. Harom.
hysiciau in a hospital at that place.
In
Norway, Mar. 18, to the wife of M. K. Gam·
mpotenceLeon M. Longley has leased the shop
Stearns.
Μη. η daughter.
| In Norway, Mar. 18, to the wife of Hugh D.
α the rear of the Beal's House on CotW.
Con·
Lillian S. Conlev, libelant, vs. James
g mlth, a daughter.
ii<w
juuiicu uin
lit?
WIIVIC
t Ige
J By. Cruel and abusive treatment.
In North Pari', Mar. 14, to the wife of John
Stearns.
1
^ lumbing business.
loss, a son.
Jordan
Grace
and
In Rumford Falls, Mar. 18, to the wife of
Marguerite Finney
llattte E. Brown, libelant, vs. Charles E.
! ι trown. Desertion.
hornae Evans, a son. 11 1-2 lbs.
^ isited in Lewiston this week.
Stearns.
The banquet at the Beal's Hotel Friday j
MARRIED.
Corydon T. Wyman, libelant, vs. Lucy Wyvening, March 21st, as arranged for the
tudents of the Norway High and Gram- r lan Desertion.
Stearns.
# >ar Schools, will always be a bright j
In Bethel, March 1«. by Rev. F. E. Rand, Rov.
1
Sar ih M. Russell, libelant, vs. Charles S. Hue^ pot iu the memory of all who took
rthur Varlcy of Wlnslow and Mies Mabelle
■ ell.
Desertion.
in
Rand of Bethel.
Not
rce^ev
quite sixty
* laces at the tables.
Derrick & Park
:
In Rumford. Full». March, 17, by Rev. J. I
11 were seated at the feast and not one
W. Rurbank, libelant, vs. Abide ▲. I oyle, Sir Fred C. French ami Mien Nellie r.
Kzeklel
tiled to do ample justice in the way of j turbank. insertion.
J [orton, both of Andover.
In Rumford Falle. March 19, by Rev. J. I.,
Hastings.
Ming and talking. So much to eat and
ovle, Mr. John Milne and Miss Etta Ruff, both
^ > say consumed the time until long
Lulu Miller, libelant, vs. August C. Miller.
Γ Rumford Falls.
fter midnight. In the absence of Judge ( ruel and abusive treatment and gross and conτ
!. C. Davis, president, Col. E. F. Smith ( rmed habits of Intoxication. Custody of chll- {
1 ren to mother.
DIED.
Produced thetoastmaster, A. J. Stearns,
Wright.
^ Isq.. who in his happy, apt and fluent
W*tM.
A rule W. Watson, libelant vs. Lee
In South Paris, March 22, Atwood Ames, aged
^ ■ay called upon the following speakers:

|
|

There will be
farm known as

jury,

mony.
Court adjourned finally Friday afterTwo verdicts were returned in
noon.
:ivii cases during the term, both for the
plaintiff. One criminal trial was had,
was
ind the respondent
acquitted.
About $050 was paid in fines and costs,
which was some more than sufficient to
jay the criminal costs of the term, in:luding the costs in inferior courts of
rases sent up.
Twenty-three divorces

AUCTION !

Auction !

NOTICE.
The jury was out about an hour, and
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she hai
returned a verdict of not guilty.
been duly appointed executrix of the last wll
Park, county attorney, for state; and testament of
ADRIEN AUSTIN, late of Canton,
Swaeey for defendant
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
The second jury was discharged Wed- bonds as the law directs. All persons having
against the estate of said deceased arc
nesday after the opening of the Twitch- demands
desired to present the same for settlement, and
before which all indebted
ell case, and the first
thereto are requested to make pay
the case was tried, was discharged upon ment lmmedlatelv.
ESTHER P. MARSTON.
March
190J.
18th,
returning its verdict Thursday.
A hearing was given Thursday by the
NOTICE.
court on a pauper case brought by the
The subscriber hertfby gives notice that he has
town of Andover against the town of iieen dulv aii|>o!nte't executor of the last will
Oxford. Mr. Wright appeared for An- and t<-«tam«'nt of
KOSKI LA it. SEVERY, late of DlxfleM,
It In the
dover and Mr. Hazen for Oxford.
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
appears that eight or nine years since a bonds as the law direct*. All persons having
demands
Anagainst the estate of said deceased are
from
Mr. and Mrs. Averill moved
desired to
the same for settlement, ami
dover to Oxford. Some two years later ill Indebtedpresent
thereto are requested to make pay
Mrs. Averill became insane and was ment lmmedlatelv.
FREDERICK R. MORRISON.
committed to the hospital at Augusta.
March 18th, 1902.
The commitment was made by the town
of Oxford, but as the Averills were town
charges in Andover, that town a few We Do all Kinds of....
months later asked to have the bills sent
JOB PRINTING.
directly and paid them. Mrs. Averill
remained at the hospital and Mr. Averill
Atwood & Forbes, South Pari·.
a
remained in Oxford, finally acquiring
pauper residence there. His wife thus
NOTICE.
became a town charge on Oxford, and
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
this eidt is brought to recover for her Has been duly appointed executor of the last
»nd testament of
support paid by Andover subsequent to will
LORETTA J
BROCK, late of Paris, In the
that time. Payment is reeieted by OxCounty of Oxford, deceased. All persons having
ford, on the ground that the original demands against the estate of said deceased are
commitment to the hospital and the desired to present the same for settlement, and
Indebted thereto are requested to make paytransfer of the account to Andover were all
ment immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
irregular and illegal, and that in no case Mar. 18th, 1902.
can the town of Andover recover for
to
the
more than three months previous
notice sent.
The contested divorce case of Abbie
A. Lander vs. Wintworth V. Lander
could not be heard owing to the illness
i»f the libelant, and it was agreed by the
parties that it should be heard in Portland a little later. It is understood that
the contest is only on the matter of ali-

new

a

large

or

50

cents.

assortment for

patterns 50

cents and

$1.

H. B. FOSTER,

agents for the Celebrated

Queen Quality Shoes

THE HOS£ CARNIVAL
for Ladies.
It" you have been in South Paris at all
within the last few weeks, you have
Norway, Mo.
Eastern 'Phone
mdoubtedly been reminded more or less
frequently that the Universalist Good
If you
I'heer Society is to have a fair.
liave not had a number of special invi—
Bears the
For Infants and Children.
The stock, farming tools, and a por,
at ions to contribute to the several enterii
·ί the household furniture belongou
of
foot
as
which
are
it,
parts
prises
:iu t" Herbert M. Tucker will be sold at
irou have at least been met by anywhere
on by Albert I>. Park on the prem
with pass
Tom one to eight childreu,
Thursday of this week, beginning >o 4 and pencil in hand, who have ap- |
Mr. Tucker has quite a noached
at ;'· \. M.
you, and with more or less
m:ity of registered cattle and swine. lithdenee, according to their degree of
list
A
ί modern farming implements.
acquaintance with you, have asked,
•
what he will sell is given in his adwant to
vote for my
'Don't you
vi !tisemeut elsewhere.
\ ;eacher?"
on
tiroes and conllrme<l habits of IntoxlcaI years.
"Boyβ ami Ulrls." Frank H. Noyce.
un. Custody of child to mother.
In Paris, March 17, John A. Ruck, aged 73
The dates are Wednesday and ThursSILK
"What Make» a Man of a Bo"." W.C Lcavltt.
In new designs—some
! you have wants, advertise them in
ears.
Wright.
2ti
and
and 27,
of this week, March
"What Interest* the Youth," Frank Kimball.
lay
two
In East Rcthel, March 15. Mrs. Ella, wife of
Mrs. S. E. Jackson
iMnocrat.
of the most desirable
Akers.
Vivian
GINGHAM*
of
Inebriation,"
is
St">rv
is
called,
he "fair", as it
a»out 32 years.
popularly
Roxanna Bean, libelant, ve Ira W. Bean,
Bean,
aged
ugene
and
v\·
k« >iuce advertise*! for a man
'In IVfvnceof Hone." Winnie Kimball.
ever shown.
For sevruel and abusive treatment.
enough for a (M
rose carnival.
In Hartford, Mar. 12, Sarah Stubbs, aged 70
a
echuically
goods
Morrison.
Kohlcv
"Maine
Bovs."
The
w
to carry on her farm.
paper
earn.
Wright.
rai weeks the ladies have beeu conFor piece
ψι.£ J
in
a piece.
"Our Bo vs." Dr. H. L. Bartlett
waist
P.
Jonen.
S.
Mrs
17.
Mar.
as
usual.
In
Welchvllle.
w
issued Monday afternoon
"The MI«ch'evous Boy." Clark True.
rertiug tissue paper of various shades
Minnie F. Thomas, libelant, vs. Elmer E.
In Hanover, Mar. lti, Kirk Barker.
Morrison.
!
Freclanrt
iir>t application in answer to the
f
I
m
on
Falls,"
"Hove of Κ
MERCERIZED Looks like silk, and
Name changed to Minnie
In Dlxtield, Mar. 9. Stella Ilolman.
nto roses for decorations, and the prodί 'homas. Desertion.
"The Future of An-erlca," Col. K. F. Smith.
rtisement was made at S o'clock
'. Wormell.
In West Sumner, Mar. 20, Gustavus H. Rycr!
comes in ptetty asict is numbered by the thousand.
GINGHAMS
Kcmarke, tiro H#we.
58
end
of
about
the
before
aged
>n,
years.
and
Wright.
sday morning,
As above suggested, invitations for j and lord Woodman's
.L 3L·
In Welchvllle, March 17, Mr·. Jones, widow
eorted colors and patterns. Price per
part was as folweek the applications numbered
t Silas Jones.
ontributions to the sale have been w ideMary E. Buck, libelant, vs. Orvllle G. Buck,
STICKNKY & poor's spices
iws:
Wooden Clothes Pins, per doz ,
>everal ad«litional. answers
iruel and abusive treatment
Custody of chll·
In Rumford Falls, Mar. 18. the Infant daughter
nr
« REPE DE
and the responses have
MENU.
ren to mother.
f Mr. and Mrs J.J. MclnnU, aged 7 months
but were too y extended,
2 oz. bottles,
ie in the next week,
Extracts,
Baker's
Cloves,
1-4 II)., .03
1 he auto^ >eeu prompt aud generous.
/ DC·
In newest designs
Benson, Swasey.
ml 16 days.
CHENE
44
Soup, Julienne.
l.iti. as a couple had already been enHorsford's Baking Powder,
.05
Roll·.
'raph copies of his books furnished by (1 Uvea.
50 A
44
caged.
STATE VS. TWITCHKI.L.
WASH SILK
Bolleil White Fish. Κκκ Sauce.
iev. Edward Everett Hale have already
Powder,
Rumford
.05
Baking
Cinger,
oast Turkey, Cranberry Sauce.
44
1
and
other
coutribug
un
mu
Otic.
πιυ»,
Ilieuuiy jury mm υι
WAI4TINGS Very pretty
llerliert M. Tucker has secured the >een mentioned,
Dunham's Cocoanut, 1-2 1!).,
.05
Shd'eU Beans, Ma«be<t Potatoes.
Allspice,
1
the
1
ocaH
frieuds
the
44
ious
from
other
trial
of
t he only criminal
term,
I eUuo\ Heinz Pearl1 'u'enn.
ition of superintendent of the farm
;
over^
.05
Dunham's Cocoanut, 1-4 lb.,
Cassia,
was
and
!
Jelly.
Orange
the
:
day Wednesday,
upied
the New
Hampshire Experiment
ι lb.,
Chocolate Cake.
8 l>onire Cake.
.05
Soda,
black....
and
I
white
In
eceived.
the
-to
Thursday
morning.
W.4ISTHGS
His engagejury
Silver Cake.
ί ;iven
>n at Durham, Ν. II.
Gold Cake.
.08
Cream Tartar,
Sea Moss Farine,
1-4 lb
The sale will open ;»t 'J p. m. WednesVanilla Ice Cream.
This waa the case of State vs. Theodore
nt there begins April 1st. and he is
if
for
We will make these up
Banana».
you wish,
(irapee. 1. Twite' ell, indicted for the larceny of
you
1 lb.,
.2S
Cream Tartar,
k ιng preparations to renuive at once 1 lay. ami admission will be free Wednes* <; ranget*. Raising.
Figs.
Clu-ter
Smyrna
In this department
at very reasonable prices.
wo
.22
While Mr. Tucker's 1 lay afternoon and evening ami Thurstwenty-dollar bills from Melvin
Loose Cream Tartar,
h his family.
lb.,
American Cheese.
Blue Ribbon Seeded Raisins,
per
are lower this year
Prces
1
The orchestra will play , utter Thine.
afternoon.
Twitchell is named in the
So<la Biscuit. I ;hurchill.
we make
Skirts, and all kinds of Suits
Loose Cream Tartar,
many friends congratulate him upon hiy
5 lbs., 1.00
Currants, 1 lb. | ackage,
Coffee.
The several booths
j ndictment as of Paris, but on the stand
than ever before, and this
to order.
and
Dresses
uring the position, they are very iVednesday eveuing. ladies
.06
Arm and I Iammer Brand, 1 -lb ,
per" lb.,
who, with a
The picture in F. P. Stone's window
te stated in answer to a question, that
Mr. Tucker is a '> nid tables, and the
ν t<> have him go.
will have charge 0 f Co. D boys who won the prize in the
applies especially to high
Scrap Cod,
'My residence is generally where I stop."
we have t^o large a
find
that
We
^ressive farmer, and he and his fam- 1 )uml»er of assistants,
44
1 >f them, are at· follows:
8 hooting contest in the First Kegiment,
In the fall of 19<)1 Twitchell and
Broken Rice,
ν have been active workers in matters
stock of some kinds at this season of
grade papers, that have
44
Koo-I il l lee cream M ri Carter.
J ι. G. S. M., last season, is attracting ;hurchill built and occupied a small
"f public interest, especially in church
Beet
Rice,
». Park.
the year and therefore we make
table—H
house
the
Kauey
from
rods
few
1 inch attention.
Their goiug is a
and grange circles.
lunting camp a
formerly been eo'd from
Cold Dust,
Canny— Mlin ι.rut' Thayer
pkg.,
On
low prices 011 them.
G. M., A. S. Kimball, was given a >f Riley McKeen in Stoneham.
d-tinct loss to the community.
special
Krlenil-hlp table -Mrs Stanley.
A good 50·cent Tea, per lb.,
J lasonic reception at Portland Friday Saturday, the 21st of December, Mr.
to 50 cents a roll,
Apron table—Mr» Shaw.
20
Tea Tab e—Mr*. Η. Κ. κ llaon.
CANNED GOODS.
Shaker Tomato
s. 1'. Maxim has prepared plans for
Jhurchill came to South Taris for a few
e vening by Portland Masons.
Ueliera! table—Mr*. I. K. h'vans.
which prioe is yet named
an addition to the brick school house
Per can
small
lays. In a small trunk in the camp, to
M y «tery tree— M ru. T. Thayer.
top,
Lamp
Plant tàble— Mr*. Kills Dobie.
irhich each of the men had a key, he
Scwani i>ran.i, .11
designed to give the needed room. His
Alaska
Red
Salmon,
faclarge
top,
wall
Chimneys,
some
Lamp
paper
HOUSF. eft a bank book and two twenty-dollar
by
plan is to add twenty-eight feet to the
There are also several «jnilts, sofa pil- 1 HE SHURTLEFF SCHOOL
.10
Pink Alaska Salmon,
Rochester,
Lamp
south end of the building, and change lows, etc., to be sold at auction or given
I'nder the Sburtleff school house is an )ills. In the middle of the Friday night
through
tories
selling
.11
Yellow Peaches,
Lantern Globes,
the entrance from the side to the front iway by vote, where you may have a c pen basement in which is situated a 'ollowing Mr. McKeen was roused by
.10
of the wing.
Best Crackers, per 100,
By this plan a room 40x52 chance to express your preference—for f tiruace that heats the whole building, ;he shouting of Mr. Twitchell, who said
book agents. Our prices
Trophy Tomatoes,
will be provided on each tloor in the à consideration.
Ί 'his basement during a portion of each ;hat the camp was a 1 alire. Going to
.10
The Best on the Market to-day. The
Baldwin
Carton Salt,
now
are
The
No
on
the
flooded.
water
for those papers
south end of
building.
partitions
;he camp, Mr. McKeen threw
.oS
Supper will be served in Grand Army j ear is tlooded or partially
and $3.00 for the
Pie Peaches,
for
the
is
hoot,
$2.50
or
walls
the
of
the
brick
$3.00
loft
the
in
will be changed down stairs, and the in- Hall Wednesday at tir.'io r.
was
;he Are, which
at 15 « rater enters through
.11
1-2 cents.
SOAPS.
12
Fenton's
and
10
Peas,
best,
we
but
bed
them
a
out
or
both.
describe
cannot
termediate room will remain as it is, the ι-ents per plate.
and
We
c
floor,
emented
Mrs. A. M. Yates is
Oxfords.
finally dragged
:ainp,
On the
.09
When the river is high the water over- xrhich lay on the itoor of the loft. This
mam mar room being enlarged.
Eagle Lake Peas,
chairman of the supper committee.
in
We have six
want you to see them.
Lenox,
per bar, .04
what
floor
the
forms
and
and
second tloor. the space now occupied by
its
bank
may,
perwas
t
lows
>ed
burned,
partially
eveniug the four-act comedyThursday
CEREALS.
the high school room will be divided drama "Down East" will be presented, 1 iaps, be called a lagoon, nearly in the reside it was charred somewhat.
the boot and six in the Oxfords, B, C, D and E, Lenox,
7 ^ar6' ,25
Per
into recitation room, library and labora- with music by the orchestra and specialHere, until recently,
ear of the house.
After the Are was out it was found
are American
.04
per bar,
fit you.
can
We
They
Wide.
shown ties. Folio
44
went up
which
funnel
Banner
stove
1
ias been dumped refuse and waste of
Rolled.Oats,
the
.24
that
:
is
the
cast
ry. These plans Mr. Maxim has
wiug
.04
Welcome,
This fact was through the loft was separated at one of
in
!" the members of the school committee
kind.
fitting and serviceable.
.10
lmost every
Force,
Kiceklel
vtilaae
Kletcber,
poetmastcr
a ditch was dug to
uid the committee chosen to act in con:he joints. During the time that Mr.
anil justice of the peace.
Wirt Stanley. ' trought to light when
.10
MAINE.
in and see them. Please remember we
Come
Wheatlet,
NORWAY,
until
Not
and
COFFEES.
Cbarle· i>e«iuou<i, the mail earrler. Lee Dunham, t he river for the sewage pipe.
VIcKeeu was extinguishing the fire,
junction with them.
.10
Malt Food,
llaroM BrlKK·Kalph Thorue, tourist
have at all times, one of the most complete
he water in the river subsides will it until he dragged the bed down, Mr.
J. l·'. King.
.10
\t the regular meeting of Paris Lodge, ■louas l>esiuo'i'l, C harley's urcle,
NOTICES.
In
.22 Vitos,
basement.
at
of
the
PROBATE
out
not
been
drain
all,
had
< lowly
can,
Suit Excelsior,
and
Twitchell
up-stairs
town constable as
Perkins,
Deacon
of
stocks
Footwear,
Trunks,
Bags
r. and
A. M., Tuesday evening, the
.10
A. L. Holme*. | he meantime the heat from the furnace but had busied himself with carrying ■ Γο all persona Interested In either of the Estates
well
1 -lb. cans,
Grape-nuts,
1.05
Excels;or,
5
lowest.
:
Master
are
the
Hirers were installed by Grand
hereinafter named
Will Wasa White, of Southern ancestry,
Cases in the State and our prices
auses this foul, stagnant water to evap- jut the bed clothing in the bunk which
.10
In and
Wheat Flakes,
At a Probate Court, held at Paris,
(ieorgv Soper.
Rapid Transit, M. &
\. s. Kimball of Norway, assisted by
and the watery vapor charged be had occupied down-stairs, and other { or the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
< irate,
are never undersold.
Kll/iiietli Κlt'tcliewho keep· thiols
.10
We
of
NorGrain-o,
2
25
Grand Marshal B. F. Bradbury
Rio,
a moving- Better known as "Bets,"
vith impurities rises not through the Articles from the lower room.
"arch, in the year of our Lord one thousand
.10
The following matter
Mr». Wirt Stanley,
.10 Climax,
Yours
way and Grand Chaplain W. E. Bnntks
lb.,
little trunk which contained dne hundred and two.for the action
Mixture,
the
»ot air pipes, but up the stairways and
Of
per
thereupon
laving been presented
of South Paris.
Following the installa- Hannah Fletcher, Zeke's bona. Mr>». A. L. Holmes. hrougli the Hoors to the rooms above, Mr. Churchill's money, nothing has been lerelnafter
indicated. It Is hereby < >bdkkbd :
Intion there was work on the F. C. degree,
tow the air we breathe should contain a | aeen since, except the lock and one hinge,
That notice thereof be given to all persons
My ra Bl<elow, the village beauty,
a copy of this order to be
and a lunch. A good number of visitors
Mr». Geo W. b'rothlngham
:
ittle aqueous vapor, but only a trace, which Mr. Twitchell says he picked up erested, by causing
Ox·
the
In
E. S. Jones.
>ubllshed three weeks successively
..kll.h.^4 .> Qnnlh
were present in addition to the lodge Patrolman Koumls,
not the conditions here described near the foot of the stairs and laid on a
tfay
members. The officers are as follows:
Tickets for the play 25 cents; children render these school rooms breeding pens shelf. One of the neigbors, Austin E.
W. M.-Percy M. Walker.
and Salesman. F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
15 cents. All seats reserved—two front >f consumption and of. other lung and Warren, testified that while he was at rruuavc vuui· of
bird Tuesday
April, A. D. 1903, at 9 of the Ε. N. SWETT. Manager
s. W.—Walter L Ur»'.
The sale of seats :hroat diseases? Would not a watchful, the camp on the Sunday before the lire, :'ock In tb* forenoon, and be heard thereon If
rows for children.
TELEPIIOIfE 113-1.
•I W.—H. U. Fletcher.
•«-EASTERN
Trt-anurer—W. U. FrvlhlniçtaM»·
opened Saturday morning, at I'arlin's energetic board of health be justified in Mr. Twitchell opened the trunk and dis- they see cause.
s», retarv—Horatio Woo<luury.
drug store, and a good number have ordering the schools located here closed played a bank book and two twenty-dolCLAR1NDA M. HOOPER, late of Buckfleld,
S. t>.—Clayton K. Brooke.
thereof
luring the rainy seasons of each year? iar bills as his property. Another neigh- leceased; will and petition for probate
already been sold.
•I I»
licorne H. Mi-Keen.
P. DeCo ter, the executor
make.
Fhe writer has no suggestions to
William Adams, testified that a few presented by Vlrglt
s S.—Neorice W. fla-kell.
bor,
therein named.
SCHOOL HOUSE SUGGESTIONS, NO 2
J. S Hiram Ν Porter
Others are better qualified to propose days before the fire he changed a twentySTEPHEN E. KIMBALL, late of Pari·», deChai·.—Hav. w. K Hrook*. I>. D.
To the people of Paris :
remedies.
dollar bill for Mr. Twitchell, and Mr.
thereof pre-1
Mar.—C'h.trle» H. George.
» -sed ; will and petition for probate
The brick house is insured for $&U)0.
Established In 1H41, for over sixty years It was the NEW-YORK
He calls attention to this fact at this Churchill testified that shortly before he >ented by Klls ibrth E. Webber, the executrix ■
Tyler—W. A. Porter.
WEEKLY TRIBUNE, know* and read In every State In the
Will you tear it down just to build an- time not because he is aware of any un- left the camp, Mr. Twitchell, according thrrein named.
Union.
The saw mill at the Paris Manufactur- other on the same place? The life of a usual sympathy for the sufferings of to his own statement, bad in his possesOn Not. 7, l'JOl, It was digged to the
DANIEL D. MATHESON, late of Bethel, 1
ing Co.'s camp in Albany was burned school house should not be less than for- humanity or because he possesses pity sion between thirteen and fourteen dol- ilt-ceased ; first account presented for allowance
between 9 and 10 o'clock in the evening ty years, then with thorough repairs in an abnormal degree for the innocents lars only. The theory of the state is by Milton Penley, administrator.
of Saturday, the l">th. The origin of the should last twenty more.
who are compelled to climb the rugged that Twitchell took the money and set
SARAH K. DKSHON, late of Canton, de- j
by
tire is entirely uuknown. The roof had
In years to come you may build a hill of learning from the vale of Pooduck, the fire to cover the theft. The day ceased ; first account presented for allowance ex-1
and Anael G. Staples,
been wet down after work was over that school palace where the brick stands. so-called, but that an aroused, intelli- after the fire, Twitchell left the camp Alanron Hathaway
for the
ecutors.
a high c'ass, un to-date, Illustrated agricultural weekly,
night. Three of the men had bunked in With nice pleasant buildings, free books, gent public sentiment may hold the men and went to Norway.
farmer ami his family—
HARRIET N. CLIFFORD, late of Paris, deon
was
the mill during the winter, but as it hap- free instruction from good teachers, and who probably will soon be charged with
the
defence
No witness for
put
ceased; first and final account presented for
pened, that night for the first time they the free high school married to the the duty of selecting a new site and except Twitchell himself, the defence allowanoe by James 8. Wright, administrator.
The mill had been in- town, don't think but that there will be building a new school house strictly re- resting upon his testimony together
PRIOH 81.00
were out of it.
MART H.A USTIN. late of Mexico, deceased ;
Cannot a with the
spected after supper, and showed noth- children enough for a big school. Try sponsible for the results.
suggested absurdity of a man first aoconnt presented for allowance by Hiram
before
Look at our
a year, bot you can buy It for less, flow?
ing wrong, and about 9 o'clock Mr. to instruct them so they will earn a house be built without serious defects? setting fire to a camp wortb something E. Lovejoy, administrator.
Hv subscribing through your own favorite home newspaper,
like 9125, of which he owned half, in
GKORGE R. COY LE, late of Buckfleld, de
Salisbury, who was in charge at that living wheu they start for themselves. Cannot a house be built that the assistTHE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.
allowance by
All must yield to right that none are ant janitor will not condemn before the order to secure forty dollars in money. oea*ed; final aoconnt presented tor
Both pap rs one year for $2.00.
camp, was on the hill above and saw no
Alfred Cole, administrator.
Send your onler aud money to THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
Mr. Twitchell told a straight story,
signs of tire. Only a few minutes later wronged. Try to yield gracefully. Don't twentieth anniversary of its erection?
acSouth Paris, Maine.
Buckfleld;
of
Paris
D.
ward,
of
WOOD,
the
town
JOHN
the
for
and
in
the tire was discovered,
building milk the town.
every suspiLet every voter
having an explanation
Olney A.
count presented for allowance by
was then ablaze all over, and could not
remember the town meeting on the first cious circumstance. He utterly denied Buigeas,
Merely suggested.
Sample copy free. Send your address
guardian.
the
Warren
Mr.
hour,
as
Remember
the
be entered. The only thing saved was
David B. Woodbuby.
of
money
May.
displaying
Saturday
TBIBUNE FAB1HEB. Newet ala, of Paris, ward·;
NEW-YORK.
GAMMON
lo
ERNE8T
one cantdog which was sticking up out2 P. M.
testified, and while he admitted getting petition for license to sell and c-rnvey real estate
York City.
All the delegates from Maine to the
side of the mill, and the handle of that
the twenty-dollar bill changed, he said presented by Franklin Maxim, guardian.
Dele tula eat Carthago.
FederaHenby Flktchkb.
was scorched.
No lumber of any con- biennial meeting of the General
it was two or three weeks before the
FRRELAND SWAN, UUe of Paris, deceased;
in Los
The engine has tion of Women's Clubs to be held
NOTICE.
fire, and that be took the bill as part pay petition for Uoense to sell and convey real e*tato
sequence was burned.
invited
been
have
in
teswaa
May
been brought out to the
presented by James 8. Wright, administrator.
for some furs whioh he sold, as
company's Angeles, Cal.,
A CARD.
U. 8. CiHcuiT Court, j
of
Carter
Mrs.
of
he
While
of
Pari*,
be
Μ ΛΙΜΕ U18TKJCT.
i Portland, Mar. 12,1902
to by Mr. Churchill.
personal guests
EDWARD WRIGHT rULLER, late
factory, and can be put in shape again. to
will resume teaching on the
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree tified
Pursuant to tne rule· of the Circuit Court ol
he had not used deceased; petition for order to distribute balThe boiler is blistered but whether it is 2t$44 Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles.
on a SO-cent bottle had a key to the trunk,
the
the District of Maine
refund
for
ented
to
money
States
by
United
his
hands, pre
resident of
GUITAR the is
the camp, and did ance remaining In administrator.
BANJO, MANDOLIN AND
spoiled is not certain. The board saw Mrs. Carter is a former
notice
hereby given, that James B. Stevensoi
Frank A. Shurtieff,
of Greene's Warranted Syrup of Tar Hit it since they opened
Far Infants and Chadran.
nor know
said
District, has appllet
in
South
Parti,
Churchill
Hum
fur
left,
and the cutting-off saw were of course Maine.
of
Falls,
HOUSE,
it
after
see
We
ANDREWS
not
at
fails to cure your cough or cold.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
for artmlsMon as an attorney and counsellor ol
it was. He went to Norway beput out of use. All the winter's cut of
Judge of said Court.
TUESDAY of each week commencing Feb. 18th said Circuit Court.
also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove where
Oxfords,
<*
$3.00;
boots,
Evangel'ne
After the
lumber was at the brow.
a. H. DAVIS, Cieik.
Wil- cause be waa sick from inhaling smoke, ; A true oopy— Attest
refunded.
Permanent adtlyae, M James St., Auburn.
and $3.00, at Smiley shoe store, satiafactory or money
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
was in fact sick for a week.
1
and
/round is settled the mill will probably $¥.50
Parlin.
P.
Xrneet
liamson Jt Kimball;
Norway.
be rebuilt.
_

|

J. F. PLU M MER, fSSStt

H ttwkel

SOUTH PARIS. HAINE

Square

j

Just

Wall

APRIL 1st, 1902.

I

Jell-O,

Bro-man-gelon,

Jackets,

The

Sulphur,

Smiley,

Thomas

—

Norway, Maine

4-lb.

Evangeline

IS THE N'W BOOT FO^ LADIES.

Catsup,
pearl
Chimneys,
pearl
Chimneys,

price

Apples,

styles

Store|

elegant

pkg.

Family,

simply
style, perfect

i-ty.

j

pounds,

Truly,

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

--

w

..v...

—

—

»

MAINE.

NORWAY,

—

J. 5-lb.can, .85

We have all
SPECIAL MENTION
kinds of Garden Seeds, cheap.
Β.

Y.

RUSSELL,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER. STRICTLY CASH GROCER,
FOR

EVERY
MEMBER
OF
THE
FARMER'S
FAMILY

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

CHARLES S. LEWIS'

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

NEW MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
received.

just

NIGHT ROBES from 50 cts. to $3.37.
Other Garments accordingly.
gàods

purchasing.

Ladies' and Children's Ferris Health
Waists.
MRS. E. A.

HOWE,

South Paris, Me.

I

CASTORIA
Tli Kid Yw Han Alwijs Bought

1

ONLY

CASH

FOR

qp

$100

■·

—

Until1

Pepper,

Papers I

Hobbs' Variety

5ικ°οΓΓβ

Prices

Special

QC

yd..

I

!

FOB WAISTS

^

CASTORIA

Til» Kind You Have Always Bought

S/tyj

β Ε EÇ HAM'S

w

:

For ait Bilious and Nervous Disorders f Stok
Headache, GonstipaCon, Weak Stomach,
impaired Digestion, Disordered Livery mad
impure Bfaede

world. Thia baa been
tWch*m'« Pills have the larf»«t Ml· of any Proprietary .V-.ticine in the
34 cenia. at all dreg store·.
achieved witfcoat tfee publication of tMtiawaidl·. 1J cc n» and

I

▲ STRONG GUARANTEE.
For Cough·, Cold·, Bronoblti·, Influenza, Whooping Cough and all Throat
Oorrapomtonoe on topic· of Interest to (be 1*11 >
trouble·, Bauer'· Instant
te solicited. Addre·· : Editor Hoimnimw' and Lung
Co Mm*. Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Main».
Cough Cure 1· generally conceded to be

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

!»©. ei.-Sl«sl< Acroatle.

δ

A very useful article made of very
useless materials.
1. A fragrant flower; a bright color;
the height of perfection.
%
2. It may be very good or very bad; a
division of a drama.
3. Take care of these, and the more
valuable coins will take care of them-

|

·
·
m

φ

selves.
4. The king of all the birds.
8. A favorite sport frequented by
high and low; the people of a country.

DOES YOUR Ι ΟΥ NEED

BRITANNICA?
it as his opinion
A well-known superintendent of schools has given
Britannica stand
that pupils who have acct-ss to the Encvclopurdia
than those that do not enjoy
33'4 F*r cent, higher in their studies
this privilege.

YOUTH.™

a
What a boy reads in his youth becomes
that
means
a
chance
To give your boy
part of his very charactei
and your
will see to it that he has the best surroundings,

Is the formative

period.

you

encouragement.

"The Concentrated Essence of the
Whole World's Wisdom"
Encyclopaedia

To him there is

"flashy" literature. Your boy has large ideas.
out of which
nothing so attractive as truth. Give him material
he can construct far-reaching ideas. Invest

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY boy,

as well as
and put the Britannica into your home where your
can consult it continually, and
and
wife
yourself,
girl, your

your

manhood,

when he attains

there will be no

professional life to which he may

not

aspire.

place in literature or

DELAY.....

out this
Will prove expensive. Call at our store at once, or cut
to uj.
it
mail
and
coupon

or»-*. ar JC

1'lease

">
0

acquaint

·«-JC or*

*- _JL -if-JC ν λ

[Example: Insert a letter In to crowd
and make a dairy product Answer:
Cram, cr-e-am.]
1. Insert a letter In a sly look and
make one afflicted with a terrible die-

ease.

2. Insert a letter In an Insect and
make part of the head.
3. Insert a letter In a boy's name and
make a common fruit.
4. Insert a letter In a sex and mi.ke
the tree which is Canada's emblem.
8. Insert a letter In a legal claim and

make to compare.
U. Insert a letter in learning and
make a river of France.
7. Insert a letter in small animals
and make a kind of pie.
8. Iusert a letter in a dock and make
musician.
9. Insert a letter in attitude and
make to balance.
10. Insert a letter in a tribe and make

a

Britannica has been termed. Let your
look with disdain upon
boy read its interesting pages and he will
Is what the

Ho. OS—Loit Letter·.

pure.
The inserted letters will spell something very popular in the country.
Xo. 63.—Charade.
Sweet Prlscllla at my side.
Gayly o'er the wave· we ride.
As we banter on the yacht
She Is happy: 1 am not.
For. bvneath my first, her eyes
Frown and smile and tantallae.
Though she rules my very eoul.
She Is governed by my whol·.
If she'd only marry me.
How contented I would be.
If I heard our wedding bell.
If my second on us fell.
Gayly then away I'd ride.
Sweet Prlscllla at my side.
!to. 04.—Meehea.

ir-jr.

with the details of your Britannica offer.

me

Name.

a

Street

i

L·

City and

State

™Ι>λ «511 kanân

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO., South Parie, Me

is

Children
It
are listless, tired and thin, use True's Elixir.
and all impurities in the stomach and bowels, purifies
the blood—a safe vegetable tonic. Used as a household remedy for
half a century, and everywhere commended. Give it to the children
at regular inter: uls to guard against worms.

If your children
worms,

TRUES
PIN WORM

Each word consists of nine letters.
Tlie horizontals and verticals read the
same.

1. The name of a queen of England.
2. Pertaining to the azimuth.
3. Refraining from indulgence, especially in the use of food or drink.
4. Act of attainting in law.

gives appetite to dull children, vigor to tired children, healthv sleep and healthful
activity It is one of the most valuable helps for growing children. Expels worms,
*o frruuent in childhood.
Restores the natural activity of youth. 35 cents a bottle at druggists. Write for free book on Childreu and their Diseases." Special
treatment for tape worm ν Write for free circular.
DR. J. P. TRUE * CO., Aakarn, He.

Ι·|Μ1
■

Ι

Μ

Η

I

Jfc STOPPED FREE
Λ· Permanently Cured bj
RDM'S CREAT

β

.Ho r.U «fie* Br»i
''oniuUefwu. Mrwai af *»' ru®il

4*7

You
Were

ut

M TKUl· IHWTIi: FK BR

%*4

» on
to fH
wfto ρ·? ·ι, r««««4delivery.
r«oR4n«ni V« uot »u ? lamportr* NtW for ill .Her·
ki>M
ϊ;α »|"f Hptami si. Vita· L»>·—.
I»e6ii»w KshM.iwo UK K II KLIU.L4
931 Arch street. PhiUdaipDu.
r«iiM mi.

Boy

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,
Covers
Books.

THE
CLEAXUXti
ΑΛΊ» HEALnV
Cl ιι*: ΚΟΚ

are

also

and

agents for the

Harvesting Machinery.

We have tn stock three full car loa<ls of Fertilizers. We carry four of the leading brands.

A. W. Walker Ac Son,

«eath Part·,
Mar. U. 1901.

A. W.

Main·.

J

DO YOU WANT IT?

WALKER

•OCTH

PAR»,

&

ΜΚ

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, &c.

Eaey .toil pleasant tu
In·

jurlous 'truje.
It le quickly Absorbed.
(jlvort Relief

rows,

Spring-tooth HarCorn Planters, Cultivators, &c.

ΛΛΑ I

Cream Balm
no

for

VV/M L
WK AKK NKVEB OUT.
A postal or telephone to us will b.iDg
you a supply promptly.

CATARRH
Contains

Disc, Spading

Walter A. Wood

Reasonable Prices.

use.

headquarters

We can styjw you some of the beet ewlvel end
land ehle plows tn the market, both In ateel an<l
wood tieame. We have

We

AT·

El,'.

are

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.

-AND-

Instruction

We

at ouce.

Opens ami cleanse* the

COLD "v HEAD

TOY UPHOPHONE.

IMMs Greatest Entertain^

lost FasMiiii o'

The staunch and elegant rteamers, "Gov.
leave
Utngley" and "Bay State" alternately
franklin Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
lioston. at 7.00 P. If., dally, Sundays excepted.

These steamer· meet every demand of modern
«tramshlp service In safety, speed, comfort and
luxury of traveling.
Throagh ticket» for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. W. LI SCOMB, General Manager.
T. M. nartlett, λ rent.

Kbdô)
Cure
Dyspepsia
what

Digests
yoo eat.
ail Toys rhis
preparation contains a!l of the

HwMrttin«N(M*wtkMikMMilMU
A TOY ORAPHOPHONE
puts iuho iuk
pes Hutfirr sows
KPCATS Momi GOOSC wws

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be

defivered expressage prepaid.

con PIMPH mm
164 Tramont St., BOSTON.

rapidly as possible over the course,
pelling it with gusts from the fan.

proFive

so

We are all such excellent managers of
other folks' business.

Dr.
"A dose in time saves lives."
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup; nature's

remedy for coughs, colds,
diseases of every sort.
Everything

pulmonary

to the man

comes

waits on himself.

who

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidney
and bladder right.
Contains nothing

injurious. F. A. Shurtleff A, Co.
Stevens, Oxford.
An old

than

a

always

fool is

young fool.
STOPS

THE

more

Orin

foolish

COUGH

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

a

Friends and debts should be cheerand promptly met.

fully

AT THIS SEASON

Coughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis,
throat and lung troubles cured by One
Minute Cough Cure.
Absolutely safe.
Acts at once.

to

Long
as

sermons are

clerical errors.

sometimes referred

Hives are a terrible torment to the
little folks, and to some older ones.
Easily cured. Doan's Ointment never
fails. Instant relief, permanent cure.
At any drug store, 50 cents.
If a girl is silly and has lots of money
she is called vivacious.
SURGEON'S KNIFE

NOT

NEEDED.

Surgery is no longer necessary to cure
piles. D®Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cures.

For bruises, sores and skin diseases it is
unequalled. Beware of counterfeits.
do the best you can and let
others think as they will.

Always

La grippe coughs y'eld quickly to the
wonderful curative qualities of Foley's
Hopey and Tar. There is nothing else
"just as good." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
When American meets Greek
chances are he can't read it.

tho

<

Laxative Brornu-Quinine

I1I1>I>EX PKOVKKB.

If a man is determined to get into
Hules—Choose from each of the folis not absolutely neccssary for
lowing sentences one word. Group the trouble it
nine words together in such a way that him to get married.
;i proverb is formed regarding eggs.
FOR THE COMPLEXION.

vided Noah and his three

ligestants and digests all kinds of
food. It give» instant relief and never
ails to cure. It allows you to eat all

ihe food you want. The most sensitive
itomacbe can take it. By its use man y
ihousands of dyspeptics have been
:ured after everything else failed. Is
inequallcd for the stomach. Child-

with weak stomachs thrive on it.
first dose relieve·. ▲ diet unnecessary,
eo

sons

The Kind You Have

with a

Another plan in extensive use is the
building of special temples In which
are wells containing several iron tablets. When there is a scarcity of rain,
a messenger starts out with a tablet
marked with the date of the Journey
and the name of the district making
the petition. Arriving at another city,
he pays a sum of money and ,1b allowed to draw a new tablet from the well,
throwing In his own by way of exchange. On the return Journey be If
supi»o8ed to eat only bran and travel
Someat top speed day and night
times he passes through districts as

What it Meant.

"Flenry. how is the plot of that

novel

are usually made in the fifth
and sixth months when the rainfall !s
always due, and a limit of ten days
is set for their eiTectlve operation. Under such conditions rain usually falls
during the prescribed time. When the
prayers are In progress, the umbrella,
among other objects, comes under the
In some provinces foreigners
ban.
have been mobbed for car-ying this
harmless article at that time.

Alwaj··

HVmSnU'

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy for Constipation, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions,Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

sea

Facsimile Signature of
NEW YORK.

.J*)

ted.

It's

D

inx»n1hs i»Ici

] jC

os l S

Ν I s

I

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

a

hard

struggle to fight
the battles of
life

nausea result. In the course
of an hour after a poisonous dose has
been taken an Intense burning pain Is
felt In the esophagus and stomach.
This spreads to the entire anterior portion of the lower part of the trunk. A
sense of constriction at the throat and
an acrid, metallic taste nccompany the
pain. Then vomiting and relaxation of

perhaps

w

SLEIGHS !

i t h the

Every

Of

SLEIGHS !
Doecriptlon.

burdens

heavy
of kidney ills.
The constantly
aching back

*

Our Stock of.

—

urin-

The weariness—Distressing
ary disorders—All yield quickly

As the case prothe bowels begin.
gresses the symptoms Increase in intensity. Then comes a thirst that water will not allay, although It apparently Increase·* the stomach disturbance. The vict im groans nnd writhes.
Now he Implores the doctor to save
him. Then he begs to be killed and put
out of pain. The extremities become
Icy. The pulse is small, feeble and frequent, and the breathing is labored,
embarrassed and painful because of
abdominal tenderness. The surface «f
the body becomes dark and of that
cuii

In

stlx Smna ♦
fhxKtUt SJm

A Hard Straggle.

DEATH BY ARSENIC.

uu-i·

of

siaitr ,fe»d

what he hasn't
"Man always
and fails to appreciate what be has."
"Yes; that's what keeps the marriage
bureaus aud the divorce courts going."
--fhleago Post.

Wijr Thin Poison Acta I'pon the
Human System.
When a single dose of arsenic In sufficient quantity to be felt has been taken, colicky pains, bowel disorder and

metncui

Signature

/impe of OUnrSAKUELPtTOOR
Fu/nfJun Seul'

wants

The

10:11

en

Bears the

NOT "NARCOTIC.

running?"

DUoon t

Always Bought

Opium,Morphine norMineraL

"Well, just at tills chapter there is a
terrible storm, and the passengers are
•fraid the boat will go to the top."
"You mean to the bottom?"
"No; this is a submarine boat."—Philadelphia Record.

place.
Prayers

l\ lor

Promotes Digcstion.Cheerfulness and Jtest.Contains neither

steps aboard his small oar propelled
ski IT he uses a vessel the shape of
which has been little impoved during
the ages that have passed since the
shepherd kings ruled the valley of the
Nile.—Philadelphia North American.

In need of rain as his own.
Then the people in these places waylay lilm and, temporarily borrowing hla
tablet, get the rain Intended for anoth-

LilUISI)

ting the Stomachs andBowels of

the pictures painted by early Egyptian artists, which show what boats
were used seventy and even eighty centuries ago. And today when the fellah

greatly

er

^Vegetable Preparation for As
similating iheFoodandBegida-

perhaps a bit older. They are, it is
true, but small craft, measuring 33 feet
long, 7 or 8 wide and 30 to 30 Inches
deep. They resemble In general form

lias arrived.

to

Doan's
Kidney Pills,

Come and

see

them.

H. P. MILLET!1,
CHURCH STREET,

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

A Modern Medicine for
Every Kidney 111.

Mr. T. H. Hughes, of Snxtone River, Vt.,
says: "My
employed by H. F. Locke & Co.,
years, aud
kidneys did uot act properly for
two or three
For
ou
me.
It gradually grew
me very much with α
years they troubled
back and In
dull, aching pain across my
on my feet for any.
my loins. If 1 stood
the pain across my
felt
I
time,
of
length
numb.
back more aud my legs becamebad that
so
When the palu in my back got
on
plasters,
I could stand it no longer, I put
and I used a great many of them, butI they
also
only afforded me temporary relief.
did
used medicines of all kinds, but they
Kidney
Doan's
not reach the cause. I saw
recommended,
well
so
and
advertised,
I'llle
them a trial, and
that I was induced to give
They
I got them at Andrew's drug store.
relief. After the treatgave me immediate
of my
symptoms
felt
any
seldom
I
ment
I took a
former troubles, but when I did
and It soon
few of Doan's Kidney I'llle
not so
were
left me. My rheumatic pains

17·

anosed. Violent crumps udd their torture, exhaustion becomes collapse, convulsions or «Όΐηα ensues, and death
ends the agony. This torture lasts
sometimes from five to twenty hours.
In some canes these symptoms occur,
but In a modified form, and the doctor
will apparently Ret the better of the
disease. The remission will- be but for
a day or two. Then the abdomen will
swell, and icy coldness will pervade
that tired, lansevere, and I did not have
the frame. Shivering will become pro- guid feeling. I had more energy lit doing
credit to Doan's
nounced trombling, then cramps, con- my work and give all the me α great deal
Kidney Pills. They did
recommendvulsions and death.
Of good, and I ieel Justified in
and reliable
ing them to others as a good
medicine."
all drug·
Meaning of "Sophouore."
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by
50 centB per box. Foster-Mllburn Co.g
Says a literary man: "1 used to fists;
think that the word 'sophomore' was
Κ. W. «ΙΙΛΛΙΜ,ΕΚ.
made up of the Greek word signifying
wise and the English word 'more.' The
word was thus applicable, I thought,
to the second class in a college because
I will fur:il-h DOORS and WINDOWS of any
they were 'more wise* than their fel- Size
or Style at reasonable prices.
But it
lows In their own estimation.
seems that the word has a purer geneIf Id want of any kind of Finish for Inside or I
alogy and a meaning even less flatterwork, send In your orders Pine Luin [
ing to the class of collegians to whom Outside
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
the
used
at
first
was
It
is
it
applied.
and Job Work
University of Cambridge, England, and
in Its Infancy appeared in the form
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.
'soph-mor.' It was composed of the
». W.
word 'soph,' α contraction for 'sophis%
Maine
ter.' and a (îreek word meaning fool- West .Sumner,

"The evil that men do lives after
"
The complexion suffers from biliousthem
"Try what repentance can,
DeWitt's Little I
"We that have good ness or constipation.
"easy, what can it not?"
will, you will And, become
Early Risers keep the liver and bowels
wits have much to answer
happy."
^
the cause of such
"0 Liber >. healthy, and remove
the world's a stage."
troubles.
Liberty, how many crimes are comra"·
Ko. CO.—Three Diamond·.
"He who walks on
led in thy name!"
I IL
II.
L
She (rapturously)—Ah, how nice it
"In times of
eggs must tread lightly."
How I wish I
to be famous!
Ο
Ο
Ο
"One drop of mnst be
peace prepare for war."
He (timidly)—Well—er—
had a name.
Who
think."
million
ink
can
a
make
ο ο ο
οοο
οοο
how would mine suit you?
buvs little needs no basket."
υ υ ο ο υ
οοουο
οοοοο
Fifteen minutes is appointed as the
PRACTICALLY STARVING.
οοο
οοο
οοο
time limit for the mental gymnastics re"After using a few bottles of Kodol
οοο
At the end of
quired by this feature.
wife received relief
has discovered Dyspepsia Cure my
I.—1. A letter. 2. A verb. 3. Distin- that period if any player
a chronic case of etoirach trouble,"
the word of wisdom he receives one of from
letter.
real estate, insurance
guished persons. 4. Before. 5. A
the coveted points. If two players make says J. R. Holly,
II.—1. A letter. 2. A broad shallow
loan agent, of Macomb, 111. "Before
the disco\ery, two points are awarded, and
4. A I
Kodol's Dyapepiia cure she could
vessel. 3. Pertaining to ships.
ought to add, for the beneht of the using
She is now
not eat without suffering.
masculine nickname. 5. A letter.
busy hostess, that the sentence hidden
III.—1. A letter. 2. That has existed is that well-known adage, "Do not have entirely cured."
long. 3. Sblues with Intense heat. 4. all your eggs in one basket," a particuSome people's homes are so attractive I
The abbreviation for pennyweight. 5. larly appropriate one.
the ease and comfort of
The "golden-egg," which follows at that they enjoy
A letter.
in a dentist's chair.
ish (moros).
once, is of a nature to work the most sitting
60 YEARS'
"The college course extended over
phlegmatic guest into a state of exciteEXPERIENCE
BftTi-vte πηντν avn tar
Κ·. βΤ^-Eilrtna.
The
term.
one
and
respecthree
an
excellent
ment.
It also affords
years
opThere la α name containing five lettive classes of students were termed
portunity for tbe physiognomy student Cures coughs and colds.
ters. It begins and ends with 500. The to pursue his studies, for on one β eue· Cures bronchitis and asthma.
freshmen or first year men. Junior
middle letter Is five, and the first of cet>s in reading facial expression lies Cures croup and whooping cough.
sophs or soph-mors, senior sophs and
letters and the first of figures are the one'· principal chance of success in the I Cures hoarseness and bronchial troubles.
questioners. This nomenclature was
la grippe.
egg exchange. The day before the party Cures pneumonia and
second and fourth.
to the American higher Intransferred
Orin
Stevens,
P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
buy a couple of dozen candy eggs about
Marks
stitutions of learning, and In the form
-?ίΛ Trade
Gild one little egg Oxford.
an inch in length.
Designs
No. OS.—Deflattlona.
freshmen, juniors and seniors, still exwith gold paint, and leave the others as
Copyrights Ac.
A girl's first step toward becoming an ists."
Ssytoer— Emblems of alienee.
Anyone pending u eketeh end description mny
they are. Now take as many white enwhether an
quickly ascertain our opinion frcoCommunicaTa Is—Sad ending of a Bible charac- velopes ae you have persons in the party, elocutionist is to have a dress made with
Invention M probnhly putciit:it>le.
on I'ntenU
Handbook
taken
her
then
have
and
in
One
a
tions
strtctlyeontldoutud.
each.
two
and put
picture
envelope
train,
ter.
eggs
sent free. oldest neeney for cecunni: patent*.
Bird· Are Like Human Delntra.
by this arrangement will contain the with the train wrapped around her feet.
Patents taken tlir·>ι··.Ίι Munn λ Co. receive
Garenlv—Made keen by Its mother.
tpfcial nut Us, without cimrge, lu the
Canaries, like human beings, vary
golden egg. Now seal all the envelopes
with wax.
very much In churacter, some cocks beI
Key to the P®««ler.
When the game is to begin put the
Important te Mother·.
ing so Indifferent and idle that they A handiomely '.llnstrnîe.1 weekly. T.nnrest elr.
earvfaQj every bottle of CA8T0KA,
No. 53.—Concealed Word Square: 1. envelopes on the table, and let each perwill let the hen do all the work of
culatioit of any sciontlUc journal. Terms, (3 a
The envelopes are then a aaf· and nn needy for tufwte sad children,
son take one.
year: four months, fl. Sold by all itewmlealors.
Hack. 2. Area. 3. Cent. 4. Kate.
building and rearing, while they themone egg held in either hand. and ere that it
and
broken,
No. 54.—Illustrated Hebus: People
selves sit and plume their feathers.
The person who holds the goldon egg
Branch Offlce. B25 F t-'U Washington. D. C.
who live In glass houses should uot
Others, again, are perfect gentlemen in
Bean the
Τηβ
does not give out that he has it.
throw stones.
with
the
hen
on
of
their
maimers,
waiting
is
aim of each member of the assembly
Mgnatare
1. to secure and retain the
No. 55.—Décapitation»: Guelph.
a quiet courtesy and seeing that all she
golden egg. I te U·· For Over SO Teen.
G-ore. 2. U-eago. 3. E bony. 4. L-oft. However, no person who is asked by
requires is at once brought to her.
The Kind Toe Ban· Alway· Bos|U
5. P-earl. 6. H earth.
another to exchange with him is allowed
Again, the hens vary In disposition,
Expert Watchmaker antl
No. 5t>.—Courtship of Seilm Standish: to refuse one exchange. The person de-1
some hens behaving In η quiet, modest
Practical
Practicing what you preach bores way, attending to their young ones
2. siriug the exchange ie asked to sayl
Transpositions—1. Desire, reside.
what hand he will take the contents of. I your friends about as much as preaching
Tired, tried. 3. Severed, deserve. 4.
while others are in a SOUTH PARIS,
with
regularity,
MAINE.
The egg held in the hand chosen is im-1 what you don't practice.
Perverse, preserve. 5. Discern, veto
constant state of chatter with their
handed over, even if it be the
mediately
vote, rescind. G. Unite, untie.
golden egg itself. After a moment s COUGH SETTLED ON HER LUNGS. husbands, pecking and arguing with
No. 57.—Double Acrostic: Primal»—
Thus
our Interests
pause, in which the contents of hands
"My daughter had a terrible cough them every time they go near.
In Oxford and mlj cent counties.
Schools. Final»—Lessons. 1. Soul. 2. are adjusted, the challenged can chal- which settled on her
Salary or
lungs," say· N. we see thnt these little birds have their commission.
Ad>lre»s
Cite. 3. Hems. 4. Odea. 5. Ohio. & lenge his challenger, and if he bas losi Jackson of Danville, 111.
"We,tried a tiffs and domestic quarrels, not unlike
TIIK VICTOR Oil. COx'PAvY,
tbe golden egg, endeavor by guessing I great many remedies without relief, un- ourselves.—Chambers' Journal.
Cleveland, <»hio.
Loan. 7. Seas.
correctly to get it back again. No player til we gave her Foley's Honey and Tar,
No. 58.—Enigma: The letter V.
Refuse substitutes.
2. is obliged to exchange twice in succès-1 which erred her."
No. 59.—A Triangle: 1. Exude.
To Care tbe Stammerer.
s ion with the same opponent.
I F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, OxTral. 3. Air. 4. Ly. 5. E. Left side—
It is said that etammerers rarely If
Much of the fun in this war of wits I ford.
Elate. Right side—Eyrie.
delivered at my mill, South
lies in watching the faces. In nine ewes I
ever show any Impediment of speech
No. 60.—Gates: Derogate.
Mitigate. out of ten the presence of the golden I Noah
got along in the ark fairly well, when speaking In whispers. Ο11 this Paris, of regular size and length
Castigate. Puuiigate.
egg will reveal itself in a worried ex-1 in spite of the big crowd be had, because fact a method of treatment has been
for same.
Will pay market
pression and an evident desire to avoid I his mother-in-law wasn't there.
advocated, which Is as follows: For the
Flatulence la cured by Bkkchau's Pills.
South Paris.
L.
P.
HAWKINS,
exchange. The person holding the
first ten days speaking Is prohibited.
A hypocrite is like the letter ρ—the golden egg when the bell rings at the I
DANGERS OF PNEUMONIA.
to the voice and
rest
Mill
allow
This
end of half an hour wins one of the few
first in pity and the last in help.
A cold at this time if neglected is constitutes the preliminary stage of
last points which lie between the player I
liable to cause pneumonia which is bo treatment. During the next ten days
A household necessity—Dr. Thomas' ind the prize.
when the patient
One more livély bout and the series ι often fatal, and even
speaking is permissible in the whisperEclectric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds
has recovered the lungs Are weakened,
Each person entering
of any sort; cure» sore throat, croup, ;omes to an end.
lug voice, and In the course of the next
to
them
peculiarly susceptible
;be lists for this will need pencil and making
fifteen days the ordinary conversationcatarrh, asthma; never fails.
the
of
development consumption. Foley's
japer. The hostess now produces one
Honey ana Tar will stop the cough, heal al tone may be gradually employed.
"Never give up" is a good motto for >f those r&plendeut rock-candy eggs
and
strengthen the lungs and prevent
η to which one looks through a peeppeople who don't pay their debts.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin
îole, and in which a highly colored land- pneumonia.
Thlnir· Not to 8ar to Baby'· Mother.
Don't tie the top of yoar
Each person has Stevens, Oxford.
TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY 1 icape is magnified.
Jolly end preserve Jar· In
Here are some of the things you
me minute in which to apply hie eye to I
tbeold
fashioned way. Heal
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
Conrad—That article of yours in The •hould never say to tbe baby's mother.
he peep hole. After a minute is up he
tbom by the new, quick,
All druggists refund the money if it
Comet is awful long.
Nobody will read
When will It begin to look Intelliabsolutely sure way—by
s
asked to write down upon paper
fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature
* thin coating of Pure
It through. Benedict—It wasn't written
1
lie has seen, keeping the I
gent?
Rclined Porutllne. Has
on each box.
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff A sverything
to be read.
Conrad—What was it writbelieve the child Is
I
:on tents of his paper strictly secret.
no taato or odor.
la
Goodness!
; ten for then?
Co.
Benedict—For $10 a
air tight and acid
When every one present has had his
notice!
taking
really
column.
Easily
applied.
proof.
>eep and a reasonable time for writing I
Do you think of raising It?
Useful in α dozen other
A dollar saved is a dollar earned—for < lown his guesses the hostess takes a I
ways about the house.
Do y<u feel any attachment or affecFull
directions with
RAW OR INFLAMED LUNGS
it's hard work to save a dollar.
] ong and careful surrey, writing down
tion for It yet?—Minneapolis Journal.
each cake.
Yield rapidly to the wonderful curivery object which a thorough scrutiny I
Sold everywhere. Mad· by
eveals.
She then collecte the papers itive and healing qualities of Foley's
A COLD
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS
STANDARD OIL CO.
ind compares them with her own, strik-1 Honey and Tar. It prevents pneumonia
Blame.
Not
to
but never follows the use of Foley's
ng out all the objects incorrectly given ind consumption from a hard cold setsilver
and
the
Is
our
wedding.
Tar.
It
Honey
She—Saturday
stops
cough, ind counting those which
prove correct. I tled on the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
heals and strengthens the lungs and
Don't you think we ought to kill the
t le the peeper, of course, who saw 3rin Stevens, Oxford.
iffords perfect security from an attack
l»!g and have a feast?
nost and best that wins this point.
jf pneumonia. Refuse substitute·. F. A.
lie—Kill the pig? I don't see why
The time has now arrived for counting
Amateur Yachtsman—How does it
ShurtleS & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ng points. This easily done, as through- lappen that you have always lived near the poor animal Is to hUiue for what
iut the game each person scoring haj I, ihe
water, yet do not know how to liappeued twenty-five years ago."—LonBeauty ia « delusion and a snare— eceived a little yellow check. Each , iwlm.
The undersigned wishes to sell all
Fisherman's Boy—I don't ever luu Tit-Bits.
to
who
lack
women
it.
especially
He or I ; îave to
►oint winner turns in his cards.
awim. I know how to sail.
lis
boats, ropes and other
prophe holding the largest number of these
A Way to Kill.
(
at Rumford Center.
A SEVERE COLD FOR THREE
irty
j «oints carries off the prize.—Woman's I
Fashionable Doctor (out for a day'e
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm is an old
of
at Rumford
lome Companion.
MONTHS.
riend in a new form. It ta prepared for shouting)
Never
saw
luck,
such
ι Center.
FRANK E. ABBOTT.
Nnsfrom
A. J.
The following letter
particular benefit of sufferers from nasal What's the matter with the birds? 1
>aum of Bateaville, Ind., tells its own
During all of March the snn is coming j Httarrh who are used to an atomiser in can't kill one of them!
About the 20th it shines ι ipraving the diseased membranes.
ι itory: "I suffered for three montha with 1 arther north.
All
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Hoet—Write 'em a prescription, docA druggist prepared me < lirectly on the equator, and the day is 1 ihe healing and soothing properties of
severe cold.
a physician pre- j ust as long as the night.
The time of ι >eam Balm are retained in the new 1er!
tome medicine, and
SUPPLIES I
ι «ribed for me, yet I did not improve. I t he old Jewish Passover, and hence of j ) re partition.
It doe· not dry up the
the
husband
when
It la stated that
This lecretions.
hen tried Foley's Honey and Tar, and c ur Easter depends on this date.
W. P.
Price, including spraying
At your druggist's la younger than the wife tbe offspring
tight doses cured me." Refuse substi- 1 itter always comes on the Sunday fol- j abe, 75 cent·.
sun
Orin 1 )wing the first full moon after the
1 IS Haï· It., South Parlh, Ale.
utes.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
< »r Ely Brothers, 6β Warren St,
New la maw apt to be a girl than a boy.
1< roue· the line.—Ladtea' Home Journal. fork, will mail It
Mall order· promptly tiled.
Itevena, Oxford.

'0Γ·"„

For Infante and Children.

C., which is the date usually assigned to the flood. It may have been
one of her boats thus pictured that pro-

commonly following the use
proper model for the ark, though the
of other cough cures. Children can take
he Is returned to his home proportions must have been different or
satisfactory,
Bauer's Instant Cough Cure and they with
every mark of honor; otherwise fewer animals must have existed.
This famous remedy is sold
like it.
he may be put out in the sun as * hint
J. de Morgan, the French Egyptolounder the strongest guarantee possible.
bunch gist, several years ago discovered In
If it does not do the work your money to wake up and do his duty. A
will be cheerfully refunded. For sale by of willow is usually thrust into hie brick vayjlts near Cairo a number of
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dud'ey, Bry- hand, as willow is sensitive to mois- boats that are certainly as old as the
ant's Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ture.
date at which the ark was built and
stomach

"I owe my whole life to Burdock
minutes are allowed for each ronnd. If,
in making the round, a player fane so vig- Blood Bitters. Scrofulous sores covered
orously that his shell leaps the bourd- my body. I seemed beyond euro. Β. B.
aries and runs out of the course it must B. lias made me a perfectly well woman."
be brought back to the starting-point Mrs. Chas. Hutton, Berville, Mich.
and begun over again. However, there is
The swimming instructor is apt to be
no second supply of time,
so^ that each
case of failure" makeR an increase of immersed in business.
speed necessary, excitement growing
with every sweep of the fan.
The progression, after this race, returns to literary ways.
The guests regain their positions around the table,
and each receives a slip on which is ■'bis signature il ou v. rv box of tta· genuine
τ»ι>μ·
written this:
\o remedy that curve « cold fx ·■· Say
#

CASTORIA

B.

Builders' Finish !

CASTORIA

Bears the

For infants and ChOdren.

Ίζ&ΰ

Tin Kind To# Han Always Bought

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

....

Scientific American.

..

MUNN Èt 00,36IDroidway, New York

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

(Optician.

SALESMEN WANTED

Wanted.

Poplar

price

Ferry Property

For Sale.
ferry

I,

BAUER'S

|

Inquire

—

j

||

proprietor

I

&

MAXIM,

|

week at

|

Bankrupt's

Petition for Discharge.

In tbc matter of
HEKBEUT M. HATES,

)
! In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt )
To the Hon. Nathan Wkhb, Judge of the Dis-

trict Court of th« Unlteil State* for the DlstrU t
of M Mine:
M. HAYES, of Dlxfleld, In
the County of Oxforil, and State of Maine,
In
said
DIstMct,
respectfully represent··
that on the'JOlh 'lay of Apr., last past, he wa*dulr
adjil·I bankruptunderthe Act*of Congre»» re
latlng to Bankruptcy; th*t he ha· duly «urr.·»
dered all hie property and rights "f pro|>erty,
and ha' fully compile·! with all the requirement"
of said Acte ard of the order* of Court touching
hi* bankruptcy.
Wherefore ho prays, That he may lie decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from a
debts provable against his estate under said
bankrupt Acta, except such debt· as are except
ed by law from auch dlaclurgc.
Dated this :Wth day of Feb., A. I). I1XW.
HERBERT M. HAYES, Hankrupt.

HERBERT

Are the Beat remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
fjuickly, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to cure.
*
Try them. 2L· ccnte, For sale by
Κ. Λ.

ShurtlctTA Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Γοηιΐ;
Ortn Steven*, Ox for I.

A LOW PRICE

rj&AV&yjVA

j

a

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

Samuel Richards,

j
|

Allays Inflammation.
Heal» ami Protect» the Membrane. Restores
the Semen of Taste and Smell. Large SUe, 5U
cents. Trial Sise Mc. at Druggist* or by mail.
ELY BBOTUKttS, M Warren Street. Sew York.

THE

empty egg shell and a palmHe ie told to get hie egg ae

Nuttan IB E(rpt Show That Noah
Did Not Invent Ship*.
It ta popularly supposed that Noab'·
ark Is the first ship of which we have
any record, but Egypt, that land of
mysteries and surprises, shows paintings of boats that were built and mitigated at a far earlier period than 2840

CHANDLER,

and disolicyed your mother's
orders you were punished.
Whether you are l>oy or umn,
if you disolwy the laws of
Mother Nature she will punish
you. Indigestion is one way
of doinir it, and if you are l>eing punished and it hurts, take
the True "l. F." Atiood's Bitters.
A few doses will stop the pain.

South Paris.

ΤΙ*λ KatrSnnai·

Γrp.itice· la Vnprne la the
Celestial Kingdom.
It is one of the peculiarities of the
Chinese that, while they have develop·
ed elaborate philosophies, none of them
has led to any confidence In the uniformity of nature. Neither the people
nor their rulers have any fixed opinion
as to the causes of rainfall. The plan
in some provinces wbèn the need of
ruin is fc-lt is to borrow a god from η
neighboring district and petition htm
for the desired rain. If hie answer Is
Pfealltr

Planing, Sawing

a

I.J.WHEELER,

It is a "true." but "not to be avoided**
fact that even a "to be respected" and
"kind and considerate" man will be,
when hungry, "easily annoyed." aud
his words at timet* become almost
"utorv than Is right." but If when coining to the table he finds plenty of meat
ami "the best table tliart grows," he

an

«α/>α

the quickest ana »ureet remedy known
to science. It loo sen· and clear· the bronchial tube· and prevent· pneumonia.
Constant coughing rack· and inflames
the lung·. It weakens tbeir action and
consumption often follows. Why do you
run such a risk when in Bauer'· Instant1
Cough Cure you have a remedy that acta
quick and aure. It i· pleasant to take
and does not cause that nausea at the

BOATS BEFORE THE ARK.

Also Window & Door Frames*

When

\DR,

1 I ll NERVE RESTORER

β

[Example* Best table for horses. Anewer: S-table.]

more

ELIXIR

given

leaf fan.

*o. US.—Table·.

expels

A HUMPTY-DUMPTY EASTER PARTY
"An evening with Humpty Dumpty."
There is a fascination about the name
which pla'n "Easter party" or "egg
party" would not possess.
Invitations are written upon cards
One side of
cut to the shape of an egg.
each card is colored in stripes to suggest the eggs dyed for children this time
On the uncolored side the
of the year.
invitations are written.
The merrymaking is a progressive
affair. Not all the games are played at
tables, but there is a progress for the
wide-awake guest from one competition
to another, with points to be won in
These points lead steadily oneach.
ward to a prize, which gives zest to the
contests.
First on the program comes a table
The guests are seated arounda a
game.
large table, and pencils and paper furnished. They are confronted with six
slips of paper, on each of which is
written a question relating to an egg.
The following six questions would be
just the thing for the purpose, being
points with which every one is familiar:
1. What fact did Columbus illuetrate
What foolish capitalwith an egg? 2.
ist had a perpetual fortune which he destroyed by killing a fowl? 3. What
egg, according to Arabian myth, was the
largest ever laid? 4. What catastrophe,
according to Mother Goose, was not remediable, even by the united powers of
What pretty scene in
a kingdom? 5.
which eggs are used occurs annually at
Washington, D. C.? 6. Why was the egg
recognized by the early Christian church
as appropriate to Easter?
Ten minutée
are allowed for answering these questions. Any one who succeeds in answering all correctly receives one point to
count toward the prize when the progression is over.
From this intellectual competition the
company is whisked away to a frivolous
one.
A half dozen or more egg shells—
as many of them as there are men in the
With them pens
party—are produced.
and ink are set forth; several sheets of
colored paper, too, with scissors and
mucilage. One man ard one girl become
partners for the work, which consists of
making a human face on the shell and
fitting out the head thus formed with a
hat or bonnet. The man draws the face;
the girl is depended upon for the headA point toward the prize is
drees.
promised to each of the partners whose
After
work the judges pronounce best.
the decision of the judges each woman
should be given the doll as a souvenir of
the occasion.
In blowing the eggs for decoration two
or three extta shojilri be blown for use
in the next number on the program, an
egg race. For this race throw aside the
rugs, and mark out with chalk on the
boards a course to be followed by the
This track should be about five
racers.
inches wide and should skirt the entire
room, running about half a yard out
from the wall.
The players draw lots to determine

HOW ΤΗ ε CHINESE GET RAÎN

—

Wool
to close out odd

ON

—

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

MAINE.

STAND FOR SALE.

The Mechanic Falls House,

in Mehanic Falls village. Two and one-half
tories, 16 rooms. Stable 40x40 feet,
rill accommodate twenty horses. Onealf acre of land, with large garden.
?ill positively be sold at once.
Part of
mrchase price can be left on mortgage
f desired. Inquire of John Whitman,
oath Paris, or E. A. Faunce, Mechanic

'alls.

ORDER OF NOTICE

TIIKKKO*.

Distkict ok Maink, m.
On thla 15th day of Mar., A. D. l'J02,on real
Inic the foregoing petition, It I*
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing l»e ha·!
I',
upon the aame on the 5th day of Apr, A.
l'.ioi, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis
trtct, at 10 o'elo» k In the forenoon ; and that notire thereof l>e published In the Oxforl Democrat, a new«papcr printed In «aid District, an I
that all known creditors, and other person* Iti
Interest, may appear at the said time and ptar·',
ami nhow cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Ami It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall eeud by mall to all known cred
I tors coptes of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence ·«
stated.
Witness the Hon. Nathan Wrbb, Judge of
the said Court, ami the seal thrcof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 15th day of Mar., A. 1>.
1001.
A H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[l. s ]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: Α. II DAVIS. Clerk.
NOTICE.
In the District r ourt of the United Stales for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
FRANK DUO AS,
} In Banlrupt'-y
of Kumford, It nkrupt. )
To the creditors of Krank Duga\ In the
County of Oxford -■ nd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th day of
March. A. D. WOJ, the sail F/ank Dug»»
was duly adJudlcat· d bankrupt, and that the drst
meeting of his credit >rs will lie helil at the Court
House, In South I'ari·, on the Uth day of Apr.,
A. D. 1902, at 10o'clock In the forenoon.at which
time the aald creditors may attend, prove their

c'alms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt

and transact such other buslneaa m may proper
ly come liefore said meeting.
South Paris, Mar. H, 1903.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Bargains

in Watches!

at RICHARDS' OLD RELIABLE

WATCH & JEWELRY
South Pari·.

STORE,
Ma

f

